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APPRECIATION AND PREDICTION OF FLYING QUALITIES

By WILLIAUH. PHILLIPS

SUMMARY Different sets of specifications for satisfactory handling
characteristics have been prepared by various agencies as a

The material given in this report summarizes some oJ the result of the work done by the NACA. The requirements
results of recent research that will aid the designers oJ an for satisfactory flying qualities stated in this report do not
airplane in selecting or modiJying a configuration to provide form a complete set and are not taken directly from any
satisfactory stability and control characteristics. The require- of the previously published specifications, but they include
ments oJ the National Advisory Committee Jor Aeronautics for the more important requirements that should, in general, be
satisJactory flying qualities, which speciJy the important sta- met by all types of airplanes. For more complete flying-
bility and control characteristics of an airplane from the pilot's qualities specifications, references 2, 3, and 4 should be
standpoint, arc used as the main topics of the report. A dis- consulted.

eussion is given o.f the reasons .for the requirements, o.f the The original lectures on wind-tunnel procedure and
.factors involved in obtaining satisfactory flying qualities, and
o.f the methods used in pred'.wting the stability and control control-surface hinge-moment characteristics were prepared
characteristics o.f an airplane. This material is based on by Mr. I. G. Recant and Mr. T. A. Toll, respectively, and the
lecture notes.for a training coui'se .for research workers engaged corresponding sections of the present report were based

upon the material prepared by these two members of the
in airplane stability and control investigations. Langley Aeronautical Laboratory staff.

INTRODUCTION A list of symbols is included as an appendix.

In recent years, extensive flight, wind-tunnel, and theo- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL
retieal investigations of the stability and control character- CHARACTERISTICS IN STRAIGHT FLIGHT
istics of airplanes have led to an improved understanding of
this subject and. to better correlation between the results of STABILITYCHARACTERISTICSIN STRAIGHT.FLIGHT

these three research methods. The present report summa- REQUIREMENTSANDDEFINITIONS
rizes the more important aspects of this field of research and

presents information that will aid the designers of an air- An airplane is required to be statically longitudinally
plane in selecting or modifying a configuration to provide stable with stick fixed or free in flight conditions in which
satisfactory stabi.lity and control characteristics. The it is likely to be flown for long periods of time, and in the
material given in this report is based on lecture notes for a landing-approach and landing conditions. The meaning
course, first given in 1942, that was intended to train re- of this requirement is explained in the following sections.
search workers engaged in airplane stability and control First, the concept of trim and the concepts of static and
investigations, dynamic stability are considered.

The flying qualities of an airplane are defined as the An airplane is trimmed longitudinally in steady flight with
stability and control characteristics that have an important stick fixed when it is in equilibrium, that is, when the re-
bearing on the safety of flight and on the pilots' impressions sultant force on the airplane is zero and the pitching moment
of the ease of flying an airplane in steady flight and in is zero. An airplane is trimmed in steady flight with stick
maneuvers. Most of the available knowledge of flying free when, in addition to the above conditions, the stick
qualities has been obtained from flight tests made by the force is zero. The methods of obtaining trim are to adjust
NACA since 1939 on approximately 60 airplane-s of alltypes, the pitching moment to zero by means of the elevators
In these tests, recording instruments were used to obtain and to adjust the stick force to zero by either a trim tab, an
quantitative measurements of control movements, control adjustable stabilizer, an auxiliary airfoil near the tail, or an

forces, and airplane motions while the pilots performed cer- adjustable spring in the control system. Of these devices,
tain specified maneuvers. The results of many of these the trim tab is by far the most common.
tests have been published as NACA Wartime Reports. In order to determine whether an airplane is stable, it
Reference 1 is a typical example of this type of report, first must be trimmed. Stability is related to _the behavior
From the fund of "information accumulated in these tests, of an airplane after it is disturbed slightly from the trimmed
it has been possible to prepare a set of requirements for condition. Stability is referred to as stick-fixed or Stick-
satisfactory handling qualities in terms of quantities that free stability, depending upon whether the control is held
may be measured in flight or predicted from wind-tunnel fixed in its trim position after the disturbance or is left free.
tests and theoretical analyses. When an airplane meets these The behavior of an airplane after such a disturbance may
requirements, the airplane is fairly certain to be safe to fly consist of a divergence, a convergence, or an increasing or

,, and to have desirable qualities from the pilot's standpoint, decreasing oscillation. The definition of static longitudinal
1

/-
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stability is expressed in terms of this behavior as follows: Making these substitutions gives

an airplane is statically longitudinally stable if, when dis- __ , /dCL \
turbed slightly from a trimmed condition (by changing _=a _a L qSx-_C,%qSc--ar _)_ rqrSrl (2:
angle of attack or speed), it wili initially tend to return to but

its trimmed condition. An airplane is statically unstable (1 d_')
if, when it is disturbed slightly from the trimmed condition, _T----a ', --_/a/+ ir
it performs a divergence. The dynamic longitudinal sta.-

bility may be defined as follows: an airplane is dynamically The following equation may therefore be derived:

longitudinally stable if, after a disturbance, it performs a [ ( d_) r] (ddaL)decreasing oscillation. An airplane is dynamically unstable -- a 1-- "_i rqrSrl__ a dCL_qSx' _ C,%qSc"
if, after a disturbance, it performs an oscillation of increasing C,,-- qSc
amplitude. (3_

METHODSOFOBTAININGSTATICLONGITUDINALSTABILITY This equation may be usecl to determine the tail incidenc,

An airplane will be statically longitudinally stable if, when required for trim (C,_----0)at a given angle of attack for th,
the angle of attack is increased, the pitching moment acting simplified airplane under consideration. The degree o
on the airplane becomes negative, tending to return the static longitudinal stability may now be obtained from th,

airplar_e to its original angle of attack (dCm/da negative), preceding expression by differentiating with respect to a
If this condition is fulfilled, the airplane will also tend to The value of dC,./da is:

return to its trim speed if the speed is changed. For ex- dCm _1 d_ (dCL_ qrS_l dCL x' (4
ample, if the speed is greater than the trim speed, corre- -d_a==---\ ---da]\-d_]r-_ "{ da c
sponding to a lower angle of attack than that required for

trim, the airplane will tend to pitch up to the trim angle of From equation (4) a value may be found for x', the distanc,
attack. As a result, it will go into a climb and the speed will fr_)m the aerodynamic center to the center of gravity, suci

decrease and tend to approach the trim speed, dCm 0
An approximate theory of static longitudinal stability is that da -7 " :

given in order to show the effects of primary design features The concept of neutral point may now be introduce(
on the stability. In the following analysis, it is assumed because the neutral point is defined as the center-of-gravit:
that drag forces and propeller effects may be neglected. The
theory derived under these assumptions applies approxi- location at which dC_ 0-- when the airplane is trimme,

mutely to the condition of gliding flight at low angles of (Cm=0). When the center of gravity is ahead of th
attack. The theory given herein is not sufficiently complete neutral point, dC,Jda is negative and the airplane: is star
for design purposes because the methods for determining the ically stable. When the center of gravity is behind th
effects of the fuselage and idling propellers are not discussed, neutral point, the value of dC_/da is positive and the airplan
The methods presented in references 5 and 6 may be used to is statically unstable.
calculate the longitudinal stability of an airplane in the The preceding equations for determining the neutral• poin
gliding condition for design purposes, with stick fixed can also be used to determine the neutr_

Any combination of aerodynamic bodies that have linear point with stick free by using a value for the slope of the lit
variations of lift and pitching moment with angle of attack curve of the tail corresponding to that obtained with th
(such as a wing and fuselage) may be shown to have an elevator free. If the elevator tends to float with the relativ

aerodynamic center. The aerodynamic center is defined as wind (that is, to float up when the angle of attack is increase
the point about which the pitching moment remains constant positively), the lift effectiveness of the tail will be reduce
if the angle of attack is varied at a given airspeed. This
constant moment is indicated by the symbol ]Pl0. IL

The moments and vertical forces acting on the airplane
are indi.cated in figure- 1. The pitching moment about the
center of gravity is

By definition M--Lx'_-Mo-Lvl (1) "_" a"c'°-R'-L_ J _)n'-_.___P" _ _ _

L-._ CLq8 I t l

C_=,_ dC_d,_

U=CmqSc Fmua_ l.--Moments and vertical forces acting on an airplane in steady flight.
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and the stick-free neutral point will be farther forward than Under the simplified assumptions of the preceding analysis,

the Istick-fixed neutral point. If the elevator tends to float the pitching-m0ment coefficient varies linearly with angle of
against the rel_.tive wind (that is, to float down when the attack and, as a result, the neutral-point location is inde-
angle of attack is increased positively as it may with certain pendent of angle of attack. These assumptions no longer
types of aerodynamic balance), the lift effectiveness of the hold in power-on flight or in flight near the stall where the
tail will be increased and the stick-free neutral point will be: drag is increasing or where appreciable flow separation may
behind the stick-fixed neutral point, have set in. In these cases, the variation of pitching moment

The stability of an airplane is expressed in terms of various with angle of attack may be nonlinear and neutral-point
design parameters in formula (4). It is more convenient to location will be a function of angle of attack.
transform this formula so that the center-of-gravity position DYNAMICLONGITUDINALSTABILITY
is expressed in terms of its distance from the neutral point
rather than from the aerodynamic center of the wing-fuselage The position of the center of gravity with respect to the
combination. Solving equation (4)for the distance between neutral point determines the static longitudinal stability
the center of gravity and the aerodynamic center of the wing- but not the dynamic stability. Certain general relationsexist, however, between the dynamic stability and the
fuselage combination yields position of the center of gravity with respect to the neutral

/dC_'_ dC,,, point. These relations are summarized in figure 2, which

x' /1 d_'_ \ da/r qrSTl da (4) shows the behavior of an airplane following a disturbance,
c=\ --d-_a]--dCL qSc _-'d--_L with stick fixed and free, with various center-of-gravity

d-_ da locations. This method of presentation is taken from a
British report of limited availability by S. B. Gates, which

At the neutral point, _ =0; hence, the distance between gives a more complete discussion of these relatiofig. Theperiod Of the phugoid, or long-period, oscillation referred to
the aerodynamic center of the wing-fuselage combination in figure 2 is so great that the damping of this oscillation has
and the neutral point is no correlation with the handling characteristics from the

//_/C_ pilot's standpoint. (See reference 7.) The occurrence of anunstable or poorly damped short-period oscillation with the
xo t/1 d_'_ \ d_ _]r qr ST l (.6) elevator free is, however, very objectionable and dangerous

da because of the rapidity with which large accelerations may
build up. (See reference 8.)

. As may be seen from figure 1, the distance between the The divergence that occurs with the center of gravity
center of gravity and the neutral point is obtained by sub- behind the neutral point is not violent but, is generally a slow,
tracting equation (5) from equation (6). This procedure easily controlled motion. Although this type of instability
gives the result is not dangerous, it is objectionable to the pilot on a long

x dC,,/da flight because small corrections must be made continually
c-- dCL/da to hold a given flight speed. Iris also undesirable because of

illogical control-force variations and stick movements •that
dC,_

=--dC-LL (7) are required in changing the flight speeds. For thesereasons, this type of instability is considered unacceptable for

Formula (7) shows that the degree of stability is determined satisfactory handling qualities. (This difficulty will be •dis-
solely by the distance between the center of gravity and the cussed more fully in connection with control characteristics.)
neutral point. The distance between the center of gravity EFFECTS OF PROPELLEROPERATION AND POWER ON
and the neutral point, expressed in percent of the mean STABILITY
aerodynamic chord, is frequently called the static margin. SINGLE-ENGINE AIRPLANES

If, in the design of the airplane, the center-of-gravity location
is considered to be variable, any degree of stability may The following discussion applies primarily tlo propeller-
he obtained by suitable location of the center of gravity, and driven aircraft, though some Of the effects of power• on
the tail may then be designed simply from consideration of jet-propelled aircraft are quite similar to those on propeller-
its ability to provide trim. On the other hand, if the center driven aircraft.
of gravity is fixed by other design considerations, stability The application of power introduces the following effects
must be obtained by providing a sufficiently rearward loca-, which change the pitching moments acting on the airplane:
tion of the neutral point. Formula (6) shows the design (1) Moment of propeller axial force about center of
features of the airplane that may be changed to provide gravity
more rearward location of the neutral point. These possi- (2) Moment of propeller normal force about center of
bilities.include increasing the tail area, tail length, and tail gravity
aspect ratio. (3) Increased angle of do,a-nwash =
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\

Divergence with stick fixed
• _ DiveFgence with stick Free

l l

3horf-/c_rlod oecil/o}_ion 3hoFf--peFiod" Oscillofion
(usuol/y weft domped 3 olwoys well domped.
Sometimes unsfableJ. L ong-peFioCi osc i/Io t/on
Lon_--peF/oo I osci/loflon [phugoid) stGble OF
(phucjoid) sfoble OF un- unsfo_le with sficl¢
sfoble wish stick free. fTxed.

FIGURE 2.--Chart describing the dynamic lougitudinal stability of an airplane as a function of center-of-gravity position. The arrows indicate location of
center of gravity with respect to neutral point. ...

(4) Increased dynamic pressure at the tail Some general statements as to the effects of power on th
(5) Change in pitching moment of wing due to action of moments contributed by the wing and tail may, however, b

slipstream made.

These effects will cause a change in longitudinal trim of the The increment in dynamic pressure in the slipstrean
mrplane if the power is suddenly applied at a given speed, caused by propeller operation increases linearly with thrus
Since the longitudinal stability depends on the variation of coefficient. If the tail is required to carry a down load fo
pitching moment with angle of attack, the factors just listed trim (as for example, to offset the wing pitching momen
will affect the stability if they vary in magnitude with the with flaps down), the positive pitching-moment coefficien
angle of attack. In steady flight, the propeller thrust given by the tail located in the slipstream will increase as th
c_)efficient varies and, as a result,' all the related propeller angle of attack of the airplane increases, and a destabilizin l

. effects vary with speed. The variation of propeller thrust effect will result. In extreme cases, the tail may actuall:
'coefficient with lift coefficient in steady flight is ordinarily decrease the static longitudinal stability in power-on flight
similar to that shown in figure 3. Because of the increased normal force on the propelle

The moments of the direct propeller forces may be esti- with application of power, the slipstream is deflected down
mated from theoretical considerations or from experimental ward and thereby causes an increased downwash over thl
data given in various papers. A theoretical treatment of tail. Also, with power on, the slipstream increases the lif
the propeller forces is given in reference 9. Because the of the section of th e wing that it covers. The downwash it
tlu'ust coefficient increases with lift coefficient, the moment the slipstream, therefore, generally increases with angle o
coefficient caused by the axial force will increase with angle attack more rapidly than the downwash outside the slip.
of attack. If the thrust line passes below the center of

stream. As a result, the factor 1--5 that occurs in th_gravity, this effect will be destabilizing. The normal forces
act on the propener in a way similar to the force that would formula"for the stability contributed by the horizontal tall i_
act on a small wing at the same location as the propeller, reduced and the stability of the airplane with power on i=
For a propeller located ahead of the center of gravity, the decreased.

propeller normal force will therefore give an appreciable If the tail is carrying a down load and comes into the high.
destabilizing effect, velocity region of the slipstream as the angle of attack

The effects of the downwash and increased dynamic pres- increases, the positive pitching-moment coefficient contrib.
sure in the slipstream on the pitching moments contributed uted by the tail will increase with angle of attack and
by the wing and horizontal tail surface are difficult to esti- destabilizing effect will result. For this reason, the hori-
mate from theoretical considerations. For this reason, tests zonta] tail surfaces of some airplanes have been located neal
of powered models are normally used to predict the stability the top of the vertical tail in order to avoid entering th_
characteristics of an airplane in the power-on condition, slipstream at high angles of attack.
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1.2 horizontal tail does not extend far beyond the center lines
of the two propellers. The downwash behind the inboard
portions of the propeller disks w'll have a predominant effect
on the ang]e of attack of the tail.

Experiments have shown that in the flap-up condition of
.s flight the rotation of the slipstream behind the propeller

continues in the same direction after the slipstream has
passed over the wing. If the propellers rotate in Opposite
directions with the blades moving up in the center, the slip- "
stream rotation will cause an increment of upwash at. the

.4 tail that will increase in strength as the speed is decreased
because of the resulting increase in torque coefficient. This
upwash at the tail will cause a negative pitching-moment
increment that increases with increasing angle of attack;

I therefore, a stabilizing effect will result. Conversely, if the
2.0 propellers rotate in opposite directions with the blades mov-

0 CZ ing down in the center, an additional downwash at the tail
FIOURE3.--Typical variationof propellerthrust coefficientT_with lift coefficientin steady will be produced resulting in a destabilizing effect. Figure 4T

flight. T,=p-'-VT_. illustrates these conclusions.

Experiments have shown that with flaps down the direc-
Though the effects of power on the longitudinal stability tion of slipstream rotation is reversed after the slipstream

of single-engine airplanes cannot be predicted in a corn- has passed over the wing. (See reference 11.) As a result,
pletely rational manner, attempts have been made to devise the effects on stability discussed for the flap-up condition
semiempirical methods that will yield fairly accurate results, may be reversed in a flap-down condition of flight. In some
The method given in reference 10 may be used for design cases, in which tests show that the stability of a twin-engine
purposes. ; airplane may be different with flaps up or down, the mode of

MULTIENGINE AIRPLANES

propeller rotation may be changed to utilize these stability
The effects of power on the longitudinal stability of twin- effects; for example, if the stability is satisfactory with flaps

engine or multiengine airplanes are similar to those on single- up but deficient with flaps doings, the stability with flapsengine airplanes, but certain additional effects that depend
on the mode of rotation of propellers are introduced. If the down might possibly be improved by using propellers that
propellers rotate in opposite directions, changes in downwash rotate down in the center.
over the horizontal tail will be introduced by the slipstream In general, the mode of rotation cannot be readily changed
rotation. This effect is most marked in the case of twin- because, for reasons of servicing and maintenance, it is desir-
engine airplanes, because in most cases the span of the able to employ engines that rotate in the same direction.

"Dir'ecfiom of flow

FmURB 4.--Effect of mode of propeller rotation on downwash at tail on a tw/n-engine airplane.

\
\
\,
\
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J_T.P_OPELLSDAmPL*NES stability because in order to reduce the speed, for example,

on a jet-propelled airplane in which the jet is expelled from the pilot must first pull on the stick to pitch the airplane up.
the rear of the fuselage, the influence of the jet on the flow He may then maintain this control force to hold the airplane
about the airplane will probably have a negligible effect on in trim at the lower speed.
stability. Application of the jet power will, however, intro- The stick-fixed stability of an airplane is apparent to the
duct the moment of the direct jet thrust about the center of pilot through its influence on the variation of elevator angle
gravity. The moment coefficient caused by this force with speed or with angle of attack. In steady flight the
varies with speed in a manner Similar to that caused by the eleVator is used to make the pitching moment zero. The
propcller axial force, and its effects on stability are the same. variation of elevator angle with speed may be derived by use
A more serious effect on stability may occur if the jet exit is of this fact. The following relations are obtained from
unsymmetrical. In this case, the jet may adhere to one figure 5. The pitching moment due to elevator angle is

side of the nozzle in some flight conditions and not in others. _ 5CLr
As a result, the direction of the jet thrust may change in 11/1=--_--_ qrSrl (8)
an unpredictable manner and cause large pitching-moment

" changes. For this reason, it is advisable to use a sym- This formula neglects the small pitching moment of the tail
metrical nozzle which is not located directly alongside other about its quarter-chord point. The pitching-moment
parts of the airplane, coefficient is

In order to avoid damage to the structure, the jet is always
located in such a way that it does not impinge directly on Cm= L _CLr qvS_,l (9)
some part of the airplane. Jets mounted on the wing, which _ qSc

pass below the tail, may, however, cause considerable change In order to make C,,=0, the pitching-moment coefficiem
in the downwash at the tail, even though they do not blow due to the elevator must be equal and opp()site to th_
directly on'it, because of the inflow of air into the mixing pitching-moment coefficient due to the angle of attack
zone behind the jet. The destabilizing effect of this down- From formula (7) this quantity is
wash is similar to that of a propeller slipstream. The mag-

nitude of this effect may be estimated from data given in /dC_
reference 12. ,1 C,, = CL \d-_L]

'_The fl0w into the inlets of a turbojet engine also causes a

destabilizing effect which may be estimated from the change -----CL\( X'_c/ (10in direction and the mass flow of the air entering the inlet.
Hence

CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS IN STEADY FLIGHT _CLT

x _ -_ q_.Srl

in steady flight, the elevator must be used to offset any CLc4 qSc 0 (11
pitching moment caused by the stability of the airplane or,
in _other words, by the variation of pitching moment with or x

angle of attack. If the airplane is stable (dC_/da negative), CLc qSc

more up elevator (corresponding to a more rearward position _-- 5CLr (l_
-of stick) :must be applied to hold the airplane at a higher -_ qrSrl
angle of attack. Because steady flight at a higher angle of

attack corresponds to a lower flying speed, a stable airplane or the elevator angle $_ is directly proportional to the li;
will require a rearward motion of the control stick to trim at coefficient CL and to the distance between the center (
a lower flight speed and vice versa. Such a condition leads gravity and the neutral point. Because in steady flight
to a logical type of control; that is, in order to reduce the
speed, the pilot normally noses the airplane up by pulling W

' back on the stick. This stick position may then be main .... C,.= (1_
tained to hold the airplane in trim at a lower flight speed. -_V2S
On the other hand, if the airplane is unstable, the pilot, in then

order to fly at a lower speed, must first pull the stick back to W x_qSc)_ nose the airplane up and then move it forward ahead of its c

originai position to hold the airplane in trim at the lower _=--_CLT p
speed and prevent the speed from continuing to decrease. _ qrSrl_ V2S

The stability of the airplane with stick free is similarly
related to the variation of control force with speed. If the : W X
airplane is stable with stick free, a pull force will be required S c

to trim at a lower speed. Thus, for a stable airplane, if the -- --_CLT qr Sr 1 p V2 (1_
speed were reduced and the stick then released, the stick i)_ q S v 2
would move forward and pitch the airplane down, and its
speed would _.herefore increase 'to the original trim speed, or the elevator angle varies inversely as the square of t]
A logical_xtype of control results if the airplane has stick-free speed.

i
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_6e of attack of the tail and with elevator deflection. This

statement may be expressed mathematically as follows:

bH bH (15)
, positive H=ar _arA-as bL

Hinge moment may be expressed in terms of a dimensionless
coefficient similar to lift and moment coefficients. The hinge-

FmVRE5.--Forcesactingonairplaneduetoelevatordeflection, moment coefficient Ch is defined by the relation

In the preceding formulas, it has been assumed that zero H (16)
elevator deflection is required to trim whe n the lift coefficient Ca=_b_s2
is zero. In practice, some initial elevator deflection will be
required to offset the pitching moments existing when Formula (15)may then be expressed as follows:

CL=O. The value of elevator deflection given in formulas H= (O_TChaT-_-_eChae- _ Cho) qTbece 2 (17)
(12) and (14) represents the change in deflection from this
initial value. The term C%has been added to take care of any initial hinge-

Typical examples of the variation of elevator angle with moment coefficient that may exist When ar and as are zero.
speed for stable and unstable airplanes are shown in figure 6. The trim tab may be used to vary Ch0.
In general, curves of the type predicted by formula (14) are The variation with speed of elevator hinge moment may be
measured in gliding flight, but considerable variations from. obtained by substituting in formula (17) the expressions for
this type of curve may be obtained in power-on flight the values of aT and a, already derived. The expression for
because of the effects of power mentioned previously and
also because of effects of sideslip• that will be considered as (formula (14)) has been modified by adding as0, the initial
later, elevator deflection when CL is zero. This substitution gives

The stick-free stability of an airplane in flight is apparent / d_) 1

to the pilot through its influence on the variation of control [-CL/1- -Fir Ch_rA-force with speed. The control-f(_rce variation with speed H=_|dCLk
depends not only on the elevator-angle variation with speed _Ld-_
but also on the hinge-m0ment characteristics of the elevator.

Some consideration of the hinge-moment characteristics of (CLX_cqSCo) I

typical control surfaces will therefore be required in order to _, Ch_s-_Cho qrbecs2 (18)
derive an expression for the stick-force variation with speed. |--bCLr

_ qrSrlA control surface that consists of a plain flap with no aero-

dynamic balance usually has hiuge moments that vary W
linearly with angle of attack or with deflection • at angles In steady flight CL=_-ff The stick force is directly pro-
below the stall. In practice, some type of aerodynamic portional to the elevator hinge moment: F=KH. Making
balance on the surfaces is usually employed. In some cases, these substitutions and simplifying .gives
the hinge-moment characteristics of an aerodynamically

balanced surface are nonlinear. In order that the control [W qT{/ de'_ W x bece 2

characteristics of the airplane shall be normal, however, F=K[-Sq\l--eta/b'cs2 -S--cf_ Chss+Cho, qrbscs2
linear hinge-moment characteristics are very desirable and dCL Ch"T--1 Sr-- V_JLT

an effort is usually made to avoid nonlinear characteristics, da "cS -b_,
For this reason, it will be assumed in the following discussion ' (19)
that the elevator 'hinge moment varies linearly with angle where Ca0' is the sum of the constant terms:

" o (20)
_5 ,_ - Formula (19) may be used to show the effect of various

!_ Stoble design features on the variation of stick force with speed. •
o

•_ 1 If the assumption is made that the ratio q_./q does not vary, appreciably with speed (a co.ndition usually true in gliding

I--'.sto///ngspeed flight), the first two terms of formula (19) are seen to be inde-
, lbendent of speed. The third term, which depends on the

o ] trim-tab setting or stabilizer setting, adds to the constant
- _ i_ force a force that varies as the square of the speed. These

!_ Unsioble conditions are shown graphically in figure 7. The slope of the
_ curve of stick force against speed for a given trim speed is_5 I I I ,

o /oo 200 3o0 400 500 seen to be stable When the sum of the first two terms gives a

Indico/ed o/rspee_ mph pull force. If C_t, is assumed to be negative, factors contrib:
FmURE 6.--Typical examples of the variation of elevator angle with speed for stable and uting to stability are, first, a center-0f-gravity location aheadunstable airplanes.
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60 The first two terms of formula (19), are 200Ch_rb,c,_ an(

Nosey 62.5Ch_bece2. For this particular value of static margin

.Second term /'TCurves for var/oux therefore, a given change in Ch,r has about three times a.,40 ," of formula (/9) _ ,/ tr/mnzinq-tab and

____ /xfobi/iz_r setflnqs much effect on the sum of these two terms, and hence oI

_" __---_-_._ ' the stability characteristics, as a similar change in Ch,e.

_0 T' _feae___ One type of diagram that illustrates graphically the rein

_'_. ,, tive effects of Char and C_, on the static stability, and thai

0 "f/rst is also useful in the design of an elevator, is shown in figure 8_o

4_ of formu/a(/9} _ _ This diagram is a plot of Ch,r against Case. On this plot i.,
frailheavy i a line representing combinations of C_ and Ch6ewhich mak(

0 /oo ZOO 300 the sum of the first two terms of equation (19), and henc_Indicated ali-_peedj mph

the stick-free stability, equal to zero. This line is drawn fo]
FmVRE 7.--Variation of stick force with speed in steady flight as calculated by formula (19).

Valuesbelowthestalling speed have no physical significance, the case of a static margin of 0.05c, just considered, and als(
for the case of the center of gravity at the stick-fixed neutra

of stick-fixed neutral point, and second, a positive value of point (static margin equal to zero). When the static margir

Ch,r. The case of a positive value of Caseis of no practical is equal to zero, variations of Ca_, have no effect on the stick.
interest because, as will be shown later, this condition results force variation with speed. In this diagram, each combina.in unstable short-period oscillations of the airplane with stick
free. If the airplane is stable with the stick fixed (x/c posi- tion of Ch,e and Ch,r may represent the hinge-momeni

tire), increasing Ch_enegatively will increase the slope of the characteristics of an elevator with some type of aerodynami(
curve of stick force against speed, balance. It is possible to pick combinations of Ca_, and

The relative importance of the terms Case and Ch,r may be Char that will give stability. A range of types of nero-
shown by substituting the following typical values for the dynamic balance which will give stability may therefore be
first two terms in formula (19)'.4 selected. Other lines, representing such quantities as variou,_

W degrees of stick-force variation with speed or acceleration=40 pounds per square foot K----1.25 trim changes due to flaps and power, and boundaries betwee_

• stable and unstable short-period oscillations, may be draw__0.10 per degree qr=l.0 on a plot of this type. The hinge-moment parameter_¢{/
which give the most desirable characteristics for a give_

1 --d_=0.4 bGL_,-_, =0.05 per degree application may then be determined.The relation between the control characteristics of the

_-=0.05 /--4 airplane and the locations of the stick-fixed and stick-free
c c neutral points may be summarized on a diagram similar to

that previously given for the stability characteristics. This----0.2 chart is shown as figure 9.

,0o57
S_oble reg;on

PoGitive values of ChdenOt used
Neutral stick-{tee sfobil/ly because of uns leshocf-periool

{or stah'c mo_'_in of 0--,. osc/I/ot/ons with stick free

o ,/////////////////////////////y

• ":.005 -,"roe
] Sfabili{y for sfaI;c

I _m°r_]_ °{°sc

-.01(2 ?slab le .re,io_ ,
-.015 "=010 -.005 0 .005

Ch_
FIGURE &--Boundary between stable and unstable values of Ca, and Oa_, for the example given in the texl.

Unstable side of boundaries tndicated by cross-hatching.

\
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More reorword _osiHon

of con?Fo/ SliCk Fe- MOre for_oFd posifion
qUired for sfeody of confrol slick re-

f//ghf of lower speedj qu/red for sfeody
end vice verso f/ighf of lower 3pee_

ond vice verso

More puff -force
required for More ;txsh force

sfeody fl/ghf required for

of lower speec/j sfeody fl/ghf.
ond V/CO verso of lower speed,

and vice verso

FIGURE 9•--Chart describing the control characteristics of an airplane as a function of center-of-gravity position, The arrows indicate location of
center of gravity with respect to neutral point•

When a control surface is free to float it will assume a [ these curves are determined at the lift coefficient at which it
deflection such that the hinge moment is zero. If the surface is desired to find the neutral point. These slopes are then
is initially trimmed at zero deflection, the floating angle is plotted against the center-of-gravity position as shown in
related to the angle Of attack by the formula figure 10(c). The stick-fixed neutral point is the point at

•, d_e
Ch= which smpe d-C_equals zero: in this case, 36.5 percent mean

_=--Ch--_ (21) aerodynamic chord (M.A.C.).

It was previously mentioned that the stick-free stability STICK-FREENEUTRALPOINT

would be increased if the elevator tended to float against The slick-free neutral point is determined from the Varia-
the relative wind and that a positive value of dC_/da would tion of stick force with speed. Typical flight data shelving
contribute to the stick-free stability. Formula (21) indi- stick force plotted against speed for various center-of-gravity
cates that a surface with a positive value of Ch= will float positions are shown in figure 11(a). From these curves, h
against the relative wind. The two methods of considering plot of F/q against lift coefficient is made as. shown in fig-
the problem of stick-free stability are therefore in, agreement, ure 11(b). The slopes of these curves are determined at the

lift coefficient at which it is desired to find the neutral point.
DETERMINATIONOF NEUTRALPOINTS FROM FLIGHT These slopes are then plotted against the center-of-gravity

TESTS position, as shown in figure 11(c). The stick-free neutral
Data for the determination of neutral points from flight point is found as the center-of-gravity position for,which the

tests are obtained by measuring the elevator angle and stick d F

force required to trim the airplane at various speeds. The slope q
tests are made at two or nSore center-of-gravity p.ositions. _ equals zero: in this case, at 28.0 percent mean

aerodynamic chord.
STICK-FIXEDNEUTRALPOINT This method is strictly correct only at the lift coefficient at

The stick-fixed neutral point is determined from the which the airplane is trimmed, but the error involved at other
variation of the elevator angle with speed. Typical flight lift coefficients is generally within the accuracy of the flight
data showing elevator angle plotted against speed for various data.

center-of-gravity positions are shown in figure 10(a). The Another method to determine the stick-flea neutral point
stick-fixed neutral point at any given speed may be deter: in flight is to trim the airplane, stick free, at various speeds
mined by finding the center-of-gravityposition at which the and record the trim-tab angle as a function of speed. The
elevator angle for trim remains constant as the speed is test is repeated at various center-of-gravity positions and the
changed slightly. Because of the difficulty of reading the stick-free neutral point is determined as the center-of-gravity
slopes of the curves plotted in figure 10(a) with equal accuracy position where the variation of trim-tab angle with lift
at all speeds, it is desirable to plot first the elevator angles coefficient is zero. The procedure used is similar to that
against lift coefficient as shown in figure 10(b). Inasmuch as described for finding the stick-fixed neutral point from the
in this case these curves are not straight lines, the slopes of measured variation of elevator angle with speed.
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EFFECTS OF COMPRESSIBILITY ON TRIM AND STABILITY munber is the speed at which the local velocity equals th

EFFECTSOFCOMPRESSIBILITYONVARIOUSAIRPLANECOMPONENTS local speed of sound. At a Mach number approximately 1/1_
greater than the critical Mach number, separation of flo_

Large changes in the aerodynamic forces and moments occurs behind the shock wave, and the lift and the momen

exerted on a wing do not occur until the wing critical Mach acting on the wing are greatly changed. Generally the lif
number is exceeded. At the critical Mach number, a shock at a given angle of attack is reduced and the pitchin
wave is formed. In order to define the critical Mactt moment acting on the wing becomes more positive. Th

number, a locus of points on the body where the velocity of critical Mach number of a wing depends principally on it
flow is a maximum must be determined. When the cam- thickness and somewhat on its airfoil section. The critic_
ponent of velocity normal to this locus reaches the local speed Mach numbers of various airfoil sections are given i
of sound, the critical Mach number is reached. For two- reference 13.
dimensional and axially symmetrical flow, or other flows in
which the locus of points where the velocity is a maximum is

perpendicular t_) the free-stream flow, the critical Mach 4o __c.g.26 _ position, percent M.A.C,

.....20

20 .... ..25
_ _ k percent M.A.C. e Fl,gh, dote
j _ C.g.position,- I0 . :20

" _ ........... .,..25 Zligl_f data

_ .... ............._. _.

I00 200 .306

(cO In.coted oirspee_ rnphI I , I I I
10 0 l 200 _0 0

Indicated airspeed, rgph

8

c q. position; per'cent M_

20 2Q......za.._

_,_ _.g.po_i,o,-,,,o_,-.c_n,*M.A.C. :_4% _ _
_, 20..... _ 25...

/0 _"

25... 3a.

0 O .4 .8 /.2 /.6

Lift coel"ficienf, Cz
(b) I I i r

o .4 .8 1.2 1.6
'Lift coe_t_cien_ CL

8

%
20

,_ i_ Ncufra/ point

.,, Weu#"a/po/nt "_'_ _a_CZ]=I. 0

,_i,,_ /o _.,.,,...,_,._,. at ci zo 0 Ic) _ _I_ _r. _ , T i
2O _30 4_

0 c) i l i ,
20 30 _tO

• . Cente_-o_-g_avity ._osJtion_ percent M,A,C, Centee-of-g_ov/ty po_ition_ pet"cenP/_.AC_

(a) Variation of elevator angle with indicated airspee_. (a) Variation of stick force with indicated airspeed.

(b) Variation of elevator angled$,with lift coefficient. (b) Variation of the quantity F/_with lift coefficient. •

(c) V_riation qf the quantity _ Rvith center-of-gravity position. (e) Variation of the quantity _ With center-of-gravity !6osition,

F_,euR_ 10.--Met.hod for determining stick-fixed neutral point from flight data. F_oUR_ ll.--Method for determining stick-free neutral point from flight data.
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The forces acting on the tail are influenced by compress- for a cleaner design. The terminal Mach numbers of future
ibility effects in the same way as the forces on the wing. At airplanes may, however, frequently exceed the Mach num-
Mach numbers 1/10 or more above the critical Mach number bers at which compressibility effects occur, in spite of any
of the tail section, the effectiveness of a control surface such refinements in design. With thinner sections, however, the
as the elevator may be expected to be greatly reduced. _ adverse effects of compressibility on stability and control are

Compressibility effects on the fuselage may cause consider- 1.ikely to be much less severe.
able drag increases but they usually do not seriously affect Another method for reducing the adverse effects of com-
the stability, pressibility is the use of sweepback, on a sweptback wing

of high aspect ratio, the critical Mach number of sections "
EXAMPLESOFEFFECTSOFCOMPRESSIBILITY not too close to the root or tip is postponed until the com-

Typical effects of compressibility on the trim and stability ponent of velocity normal to the leading edge exceeds the
characteristics of a straight-wing airplane designed primarily critical Mach number of the airfoil in two-dimensional flow.
for flight at subcritical speeds, as typified by fighter airplanes (See reference 14.) On a finite-span swept wing, however,
of World War II, are as follows: this amount of gain is not obtained because the root section

(1) Large nosing-down tendency at high speed that may tends to behave more like an unswept wing. Thus, the use
require pull force on the stick exceeding the strength of the of sweepback cannot be expected to eliminate stability diffi-
pilot culties similar to those encountered with straight-wing

(2) Large increase in stability which requires unduly large designs. The use of a large amount of sweepback also intro-
elevator movement and forces to produce a given change in duces many low-speed stability and control problems. (See
lift coefficient or acceleration reference 15.)

An example of the variation with speed of the stick force DIVE-RECOVERYFLAPS

required for steady flight in a fighter airplane of this type is One device which has proved successful in providing
shown in figure 12. The stick forces required to pull out of recovery from dives at high Mach numbers on straight-wing
the dive with various accelerations are also shown. Although airplane configurations designed primarily for flight at sub-
most airplanes experience a diving tendency due to compressi- critical speeds is known as the dive-recovery flap which con-
bility effects, some airplanes have shown a nosing-up sists of a pair of small movable flaps on the lower surface of
tendency, the wing, generally located at about 30 percent of the chord.

REASONSFORcoMPRESSIBILITYEFFECTS Such flaps should be located in front of the horizontal tail

In most cases the diving tendency experienced at high because their main effect is to change the span load distri-
Mach numbers may be accounted for by a reduction in down- bution of the wing so as to provide an increased downwash
wash at the tail resulting from separation of flow at the wing at. the tail. For a fighter airplane such flaps would have
root and also from the need to pitch the airplane to a higher about 2-foot span and 6-inch chord. When deflected in the
angle of attack in order to maintain the same lift on the wing dive these flaps will cause the airplane to pull out with an
as the Mach number increases. The increased stability of acceleration of about 5g. The acceleration obtained may be
the airplane at high Mach numbers results from the same adjusted by varying the flap deflection. A typical dive-
cause: that is, the airplane must be pitched to a higher angle recovery-flap installation is illustrated in figure 13.

of attack than normal to obtain a given lift increment and EFFECTSOF STRUCTURALAND CONTROL-SURFACE
when this lift is obtained it is not accompanied by downwash DISTORTION ON LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
at the tail because of separation of the flow from the inboard
portions of the wing. When these compressibility effects are Other causes of difficulty with longitudinal stability and
experienced in flight, they are generally accompanied by control characteristics that appear in flight at high speeds
severe buffeting and shaking of the a.irplane caused by the are distortion of the covering on the control surface, twisting
action of the wing wake on the tail surfaces, of the stabilizer, or bending of the fuselage. The most seri-

Compressibility effects may be postponed to higher Mach ous effect generally results from deflection of the covering of
numbers by providing thinner Wings and otherwise providing the control surface. Such effects generally arise from two

s

/OC Normal occe/erofioz_ /3g q [stroighf f//ghf)"1

/
.r. 0 "- /

._ I00

' ' '38O320 340
o/t-speedof 25tOOO-foofo/fifude_mph

FIGURe 12.--Typical example of effects of compressibility on the variation of stick force with
speed in steady flight and in flight with constant values of normal acceleration.
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These stability characteristics cannot be predicted fron

wind-tunnel tests of a rigid model; however, tests of a rigi(

model should give characteristics of the basic airplan

configuration when it is free from distortion effects. Th_ _ distortion effects may be minimized by correctly setting th
_ \ stabilizer and by properly venting the elevator to avoi,

3ect_bn A-A large internal pressures. In some cases the distortion effectmay be employed to advantage to provide increased stabilit:
if the rigid airplane is deficient in stability. A more complet

FIOURE 13.--Typical dive-recovery-flap installation, analysis of these distortion effects is given in reference 16.

causes. These are first, a bulging or sucking in of the cover- LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHANGES DUE TO POWER AND

ing due to positive or negative internal pressure, and second, FLAPS
a change in the mean camber line of the control surface due REQUIREMENT

to external aerodynamic loads. The specifications of various agencies for satisfactory flyinl
The effect of positive internal pressure may bulge the sur-

face so that its trailing-edge angle is greatly increased. This qualities differ somewhat in the limits specified for allowabl
trim changes. In general, the requirement is that the chang

change in contour may result in the surface becoming over- in stick force due to changing the configuration of the airplan
-balanced and will cause violent short-period oscillations to by changing the flap p' _ition or power condition should b
occur. On the other hand if the covering is sucked in by less than 35 pounds at any speed within the structural limit
negative internal pressure, the effective trailing-edge angle of the design.
may be reduced so that values of Ch, become more negative.
This change in hinge-moment characteristics may result REASONS FOR TRIM CHANGE WITH FLAP AND POWER CONDITION

in a loss of stick-free stability which may cause unstable In general, changing the flap or power condition will caus
control-force variations with acceleration in dive pull-outs, a change in angle of flow and in dynamic pressure at the tail

Bowing of the mean camber line of the control surface These effects combined with the change in wing pitching
which increases progressively with speed may occur if the moment characteristics will require a change in elevato
fixed surface ahead of it is set at the wrong angle. For ex- angle to maintain trim. The changes in the angle of attac]
ample, if the stabilizer incidence is too great, up elevator and elevator angle influence the elevator hinge-momen
will have to be carried in flight at high speed. The down load coefficient in accordance with the values of C_, and Ch_
on the elevator will cause a progressive increase in curvature A change in dynamic pressure causes a change in elevato
of the surface which gives an effect similar to deflecting a hinge moment even if the hinge-moment coefficient remain
trim tab on the surface farther up as the speed increases, constant. Trim change may possibly be minimized b:
As a result, rapidly increasing pull force will be required to using values of Ch, and Ch_such that the effects of angle o
maintain trim. The opposite effect will occur if the stabi- " attack and elevator deflection tend to cancel one another.

lizer is set at a negative angle, requiring down elevator for The maximum trim change frequently occurs when fu]
trim. The effects are illustrated in figure 14. power is applied after the airplane has been trimmed for_

In order to determine whether unusual control character- landing approach with flaps do_n and power off. Thi
istics in high-speed flight are caused by compressibility or condition usually requires full nose-up trim-tab deflectio[
by distortion, tests should be made at low and high alti' With application of power the velocity of flow over the trir
tudes. In this way different Mach numbers may be at- tab generally increases more than the average charade ove
tained at the same dynamic pressure. Compressibility the tail and large push forces may be required to prevent th
effects will always set in at a given Mach number, whereas airplane from nosing up.
distortion effects will set in at a given dynamic pressure. On large airplanes, the value of Ch_must be made smal

to obtain light forces in maneuvers over a reasonably lard
2oo center-of-gravity range. Since large changes in angle c

. attack of the tail usually occur when the flaps are deflectec
the value of Ch, must also be small to avoid large trir

I00 Stabi//zei," ./nc_b'e,'qce pos/Hve
_ changes. In general, a large positive value of Ch, (obtaine

"_____.__-'"'" with a h0rn-balanced elevator or a beveled-trailing-edg

o ------_- elevator) has been found to lead to excessive trim change_'
Sfobffl:zer 1½ciWe_ce nego#_/e ...'"'"'"_\\. _ N° d_stor?lon LANDING AND TAKE-OFF CHARACTERISTICS

II 0 0 ' _

\ REQUIREMENT FOR LANDING CHARACTERISTICS

\ The flying-qualities requirements state that the elevato\

2oo /_o 2oo' 3_o _o 5_o control should be sufficiently powerful to hold the airplan
/nd,c,:,teo'c,l.spe,,d,,-,,,oh off the ground until three-point contact is made for a con

FmUR_;14.--Effect of stabilizer incidence on the variation of stick force with speed in straight ventional landing gear and, for a tricycle landing deal
flight. The variations in stick-force characteristics result from distortion of the elevator
coveringandfromstabilizertwist.(Anglesanddistortior/sgreatlyexaggeratedonsketches.)should be sufficiently powerful to hold the airplane fror
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actual contact .with the ground until the minimum speed _ w,,/_
required of the airplane is attained. The stick force required v.
for this maneuver should be less than 50 pounds pull.

REQUIREMENTS FOR TAKE-OFF CHARACTERISTICS (a)

During the take-off run it should be possible to maintain
the attitude of the airplane by means of the elevator at

any value between the level attitude and that corresponding Zeal o/rp/one

to maximum lift under the following conditions: _ _ .w//_
(1) For a tricycle landing gear, after 0.8 take-off speed

has been reached

(2) For a conventional landing gear, after 0.5 take-off
speed has been reached Vortex<_ around

DISCUSSION OF GROUND EFFECT _'O_----_ _"_ _--_:_. |

The foregoing requirements were established because the ,_'_'--x_; _-_.. I
landing condition is often the most critical with regard to _.. // _" \
elevator control. This condition results from the fact that /moq¢ o.,_p/one

the ground reduces the down.wash angles near the tail and (b) (a) Airplane away from ground.
makes the airplane more stable. The size of the elevator (b) Airplane near ground.FIGURE 15.--Effect of image vortex system on downwash at tail as airplane 4pproaches
is usually determined by the control requirements near the the ground..

ground. A simplified explanation of the effect follows.
The airplane wing may be replaced by a vortex whose this case, the normal acceleration is more than 1 g and may

strength is proportional to the lift, as shown in figure 15(a). approach the structural limit of the airplane, which for
The vortex produces a vertical-velocity w in the region of fighter airplanes corresponds to about 9g and for transport

or bomber types, to about 3g. During an acceleratedthe tail and the downwash angle
maneuver of this kind, the elevator is used to supply a

w pitching moment which balances the pitching moment
-----V caused by the variation of angle of attack. In this respect

longitudinal stabili.ty in maneuvers is similar to that in
The effect of the ground can be simulated by a mirror straight flight. An additional pitching moment is intro-

image of the airplane and its vortex system, since such an duced, however, because of the curvature of the flight path
image will satisfy the condition that there can be no vertical in an accelerated maneuver. In order to calculate the

velocity through .the ground. This vortex system is shown elevator movement and control forces required in accelerated
in figure 15(b). The effect of the image vortex is to produce maneuvers, the effects of both sources of pitching moment
an upward velocity wg in the region of the tail. The down- must be considered.

wash angle when the airplane is near the ground is then The effects of curvature of the flight path are discussed
first. Consider the airplane performing a pull-up from

w--wa straight flight while traveling at constant speed as illustrated
E= V in figure 16. The change in angle of attack of the tail caused

The downwash is therefore reduced by the presence of the by the curvature of the flight path is given by the expression
ground and more up-elevator angle is required to trim the 1
airplane. _ = AaT (22)

LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL

CHARACTERISTICS IN ACCELERATED FLIGHT ' "

RELATIONS BETWEEN LONGITUDINAL STABILITY IN STRAIGHT AND IN " -_T

. ACCELERATED FLIGHT

In the preceding sections the static stability of an airplane
in straight flight has been discussed. The stability was R
related to the variation of pitching moment with angle of
attack. Changes in angle of attack were brought about by
changing the speed while keeping the airplane in straight
flight at 1 g normal acceleri_tion. This condition applies in
ordinary climbing, cruising, or gliding flight. In maneuvers, _
however, it is more common for the pilot to make sudden or I
rapid changes in angle of attack which occur before the speed ___r
can change appreciably. The result of such changes in
angle of attack is to cause an accelerated maneuver. In FmURR_6_-Effect._f_urvature_fflightpath_ntheang_e_fattackatth_tai_dur_ngapu_l.u_

868268--50----3
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Tile radius of curvature may be expressed in terms of the An additional change in elevator angle is required to offse
normal acceleration and the speed, by means of the formula the effect of curvature of the flight path. This change i]

elevator angle is given by the expression

1 ar V 2 (23)
n-=-_---_ Aae2_- A,_r7

The change in angle of attack of the tail caused by curvature CL n-- 1 (30
is therefore given by the expression =- 2p-_- n

where

Aar-----/(n_ 1)g (24) i562r/5ae (31

For some calculations this formula is more conveniently The sum of these two increments of elevator angle gives th

expressed in terms of lift coefficient instead of normal total change in elevator angle required in accelerated fligh_
acceleration. From the definition of lift coefficient

CALCULATION OF STICK FORCES IN ACCELERATED FLIGHT

L The change in. elevator hinge moment may be calculateCL-
._PV_S from the general formula2

AH=_(Aaeehs + Aareh,r) qrb,c, _ (31Wn
- (25)

P-V2S It is convenient to consider separately the changes i
2 hinge moment caused by pitching the whole airplane to

higher angle of attack and the changes in hinge momeI
This formula may be solved for V 2 to give caused by the effects of curvature of the flight path.

Effects of pitching the whole airplane to a higher ang:
V_=_ Yn (26) of attack.--The change in elevator angle necessary tP

CLS_ substitute in formula (32) was given in formula (29). Tt
change in angle of attack at the tail is derived as follow

Substituting-this value in formula (24) gives the following

expression: A_r_----Aa_(1--d_)

l(n-1)gCLS _ ACt. I/l_de'_ (3:
A,r= Wn ={dCL_ \ da]

\ da .]w

CL n-- 1 (27)
2tt n Substituting the preceding values for h_el and hat,

where *equation (32) and s_plifying gives the following expressi(
m for the change in elevator hinge moment:

U=pS l (28)

The quantity _ is called the airplane relative-density AH_= --_C_-t Cn,,

coefficient. This factor frequently occurs in dynamic- k. _ Srl {dCr'_\ da ]_
stability calculations. (3

The change in elevator angle required in accelerated flight, /
like the change in angle of attack of the tail, comes from where AH, is the change in devatorhinge moment neglecti:
two sources. The first part, designated An,a, is that re- the effects due to curvature of the flight path.
quired to pitch the whole airplane to a higher angle of Effects of curvature of the flight path,--The change
attack, and the second part, designated Aa,_, is that re- elevator angle necessary to substitute in formula (32) w
quired to offset the additional lift on the tail that results given previously (formula (30)) and the change in angle
from the curvature of the flight path. The quantity Aa,_ is attack at the tail due to the curvature of the flight pa
derived by equating the pitching moment due to the change was also presented (formula (27)). The elevator angle us
in elevator angle to the pitching moment due to change in is that required to offset the additional lift on the tail caus
angle of attack. The expression for the elevator angle was by the curvature of the flight path. When these quantit:
derived previously and is given in formula (12). The change are substituted in formula (32) and the result simplified, t
in elevator angle is following expression is obtained for the change in eleval

ACzqSx hinge moment caused by curvature of the flight path:

(:
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DISCUSSIONOFFACTORSINFLUENCINGSTICKFORCESINACCELERATEDare as follows: light airplanes for which the effects of curva-
PLIGHT ture of the flight path are large, and flight at high Mach

Formulas (34) and (35) show that the hinge moment and numbers where, because of large increases in stability caused
hence the stick force in a pull-up varies directly with the by compressibility effects, excessive elevator deflection may
normal acceleration and that the force per g normal accelera- be required for maneuvering.
tion is approximately independent of speed. The part of the The variation of normal acceleration with elevator angle
stick force per g caused by pitching the airplane to a higher and with control force should be approximately linear. The
angle of attack is proportional to the wing loading and to the theory developed previously indicates that this condition will
span times chord squared of the elevator. The contribution be satisfied if the elevator hinge moment and effectiveness
of Chs_to this part of the force per g is proportional to x, the characteristics vary linearly with deflection.
distance between the center of gravity and the stick-fixed The variation of the elevator control force with normal
neutral point in straight flight. The part of the stick force acceleration should be in the following range:
per g caused by curvature of the flight path is proportional (1) For transports, heavy bombers, and so forth, less than
to the air density, the tail length, and the span times chord 50 pounds per g
squared of the elevator. This part of the force per g, there- (2) For dive bombers, torpedo planes, and so forth, less
fore, varies with altitude and approaches zero at high altitude than 15 pounds per g

where the density becomes small. This part of the force per (3) For pursuit types, sport planes, and other highly
g is independent of the center-of-gravity position, maneuverable airplanes, less than 8 pounds per g

DISTINCTIONBETWEENTURNSANDPULL-UPS (4) For any airplane it should require a pull force of not
less than 30 pounds to obtain the allowable load factor

In a steady turn the angle of bank rapidly approaches 90° These requirements vary somewhat in the specifications
as the acceleration increases. For example, in a 2g-turn the of various agencies, but the force limits are in the same range.
angle of bank is 60°, and in a 4g-turn the angle of bank is 76°. Another requirement sometimes made is that the airplane
When the airplane is banked, the acceleration of gravity should not, under any condition, be flown with the center
which caused a reading of 1 g on the accelerometer in level of gravity far enough back to reduce the force gradient to
flight is no longer applied to the instrument. A turn and a zero pounds per g. An additional requirement that the
pull-up made at the same value of acceleration as determined force in rapid maneuvers should be sufficiently heavy corn-
by an accelerometer will, therefore, differ because 1 g which pared with the force in steady turns has been shown to be
was supplied by gravity in the pull-up must be supplied by a necessary by recent research.
shorter radius of curvature in the turn. The change in the
angle of attack at the tail caused by curvature of the flight EXAMPLESOFSTICKFORCEINACCELERATEDFLIGHTON DIFFERENT

TYPES OF AIRPLANES

path will, therefore, be greater in a steady turn than in a
gradual pull-up at the same acceleration. The expression The stick force per g of an airplane at any center-of-gravity
for change in angle of attack at the tail caused by curvature position may be conveniently shown on a plot of the type
of the flight path in a turn is as follows: shown in figure 17(a). The effects of changes in some of

the parameters that influence the force per g are illustrated
A Cz,/n2--1"_ in figure 17(b). In order to illustrate the effect of airplane

ar----_-_ _.-_r-) (36) size on the stick-force characteristics, the force per g that
would be obtained at various center-of-gravity positions on

When this expression is used to calculate the force per g, it is three airplanes of different types has been calculated. The
found that tbe force per g in a turn does not vary linearly calculations were based on the assumption of an unbalanced
with the acceleration. The departure from linearity causes elevator with hinge-moment parameters Ch,_--0.003 per
a slight difference between the values of force per g measured degree and Ch_-------0.007 per degree. The results of the
in turns and pull-ups. This difference, however, is generally calculations are shown in figure 18. The desired range of
within the experimental accuracy of flight tests. Many stick force is also shown in this figure. The airplane char-
other factors may cause a nonlinear variation of stick force acteristics that wdre assumed in calculating these results are
with acceleration on an actual airplane. For example, non- given in table I.
linear stick-force variation may be introduced by nonlinear From these examples, the use of a plain unbalanced
hinge-moment characteristics of the elevator or by gyroscopic elevator on the fighter or bomber airplane types is seen to
moments from the propeller, give stick forces that do not satisfy the requirements, over a

REQUIREMENTS FOR ELEVATOR CONTROL IN ACCELERATED FLIGHT sufficiently large center-oF-gravity range.

The elevator effectiveness is specified by the requirement MEANSOFOBTAININGSATISFACTORYELEVATORCONTROLFORCESIN
that either the allowable load factor or the maximum lift STEADYMANEUVERS

coefficient can be developed at every speed. Ordinarily this As illustrated in figure 17(b), the variation of stick force
requirement is less critical than the requirement for making per g with center-of-gravity position may be decreased by

a three-point landing. Possible exceptions to this statement reducing the value of Ch_ and the value of the stick force
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F,c,,'rtr,17.--araphsshowingstiekforcesrequiredinmaneuvers. _l

per g may be changed by a constant amount at any center, _4o_-
of-gravity position by changing the ealue of Ch,. A COil.- _ Desiroble \
stant increment of stick force per g may also be added by L" fer-ces \

use of a bobweight. A bobweight, therefore, has an effect I, _-
on the stick-force characteristics similar to that of a more e) I I \ -7-
positive value of Ch=. Means for independently varying o -_0 -Io \ 0
the values of Ch. and Ch6were (tiscussed in connection with ro_o_ct B,:,o,_

Center-of-grovlty pos/h'onj percent M.A.C.the balancing of control surfaces. Figure 18 shows that an
unbalanced elevator will provide satisfactory stick forces on (a) Light airplane.Fighter airplane.

a light airplane, but that a large amount of aerodynamic _cb))_om_r.FIOURE18.--Stick-force characteristics in maneuvers for three types of airplanes witl
balance will be required on larger airplanes. The required unbalanced elevators; airplane characteristics given in table I. CAa=-0.003 per degree

reduction in C_,5 as a function of airp.lane weight is shown Ch,=--0.007perdegree.
roughly in figure 19. Since small variations in Ch, will
occur because of differences in contours of the elevators
within production tolerances, the stick-force characteristics -.oo8
of very large airplanes may be difficult to predict and may
vary widely between different airplanes of the same type if
a conventional elevator is used. These difficulties may be -.oo6
avoided by the use of a servotab or by some type of booster

mechanism which multiplies the pilot's effort by a large factor. ._
STICK FORCES IN RAPID PULL-UPS

-.O04
When an airplane is equipped with an elevator that does

not have a large amount of aerodynamic balance, the stick

force required to produce a given acceleration in a rapid pull-up -.oo_
will be much larger than the stick force required to produce ApproxlnTC1/e

uncertainty
the same acceleration in a steady turn, because the elevator ,_ vo/_e o_ ch_- -:
deflection: required in a rapid pull-up is much larger. On -_.,

I I I I I

the other hand, if the elevator is very closely balanced so 0 /o 20 30 40 50 L
that C_ is zero and all the force in a maneuver results from _i,-p/_n_ weiW_, thouso_ds of/_
the use of a bobweight or a pusitive value of C_. the stick

FmUR_ 19,--Approximate reduction in Ca_required to meet elevator-control-for_ requi]
force in a rapid maneuver will be no greater than that in a merits a._a function of airplane weight.
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steady turn. Such arrangements have been tried in order are taken from reference 19, which also contains a large
to provide desirable stick forces in steady turns over a large amount of information on the various types of aerodynamic
range of center-of-gravity position. Flight tests of such balance. Increasing the bluntness of the balance nose
an arrangement have shown it to be undesirable, however, reduces the hinge moments for small deflections, but it also
because the pilots object to the light stick forces in rapid _ends to make the flow separate from the balance nose at
maneuvers. With such a system the pilot may be able to Smaller deflections than those at which separation occurs on
deflect the elevator quickly a large amount with practically an elliptical- or sharp-nose section. A control surface with
no stick force and then the stick force caused by the action a v.ery blunt-nose balance therefore usually must be restricted
of the bobweight will build up as the acceleration increases, to a smaller deflection range than a control surface with a
In order to avoid this undesirable control feel, the use of very more rounded nose shape.
closely balanced elevators should perhaps be avoided. This Unshielded horn balance.--The effects of varying the size
restriction will necessarily limit the center-of-gravity range of an unshielded horn balance are shown for a typical case
over which desirable stick forces can be obtained unless in figure 22. These data are taken from reference 20. The
some additional mechanism is employed which increases the amount of balance is expressed in terms of the area moment
stick forces for rapid deflections without affecting the forces of the horn about the hinge line.
under steady conditions. Balancing tab.--The effect of a balancing tab is to reduce

the negative value of (,_+ without appreciably changing theDISCUSSION OF TYPES OF CONTROL-SURFACE
BALANCE value of Ch_. The value of C_ is not changed because the

configuration of the airfoil is not affected by the tab except
IMPORTANCEOFCONTROL-SURFACEBALANCE when the control-surface deflection is varied. The tab

The discussion of stick-force characteristics in steady affects the value of Ch_ by changing the pressure distribution
flight and in maneuvers indicated the close relation between in the vicinity of the trailing edge of the control surface
the stick-free _longitudinal stability characteristics of an when the surface is deflected. This change for a balancing
airplane and the hinge-moment parameters of the elevator, tab results in a small loss in control-surface effectiveness as

The same type of relation is shown to exist in the case of the well as a reduction in the value of Ch+. A tab with a ratioaileron and rudder controls. Not only the stability itself
but also the magnitude of the "control forces in various of tab chord to flap chord of about]+'0.2]gives the least

maneuvers is directly dependent on the control-surface hinge- __.___ c _I

moment parameters. As larger and faster airplanes are
made, an increased degree of balance (corresponding to values
of Ch_and Ch+closer to zero) must be employed on all control
surfaces in order to prevent control forces in steady flight
and in maneuvers from becoming excessive. Several com-
mon types of aerodynamic balance for control surfaces will
be considered. First, the characteristics of a plain control i
surface, which consists of a hinged flap with no aerodynamic /
balance, are discussed. -.oo4_

\PLA_NCONTROLSVBFAC_-

The values of Ch_ and Ch+ as a function of flap chord for
plain (unbalanced) sealed flaps on an NACA 0009 airfoil of _-.oo8
infinite aspect ratio are shown in figure 20. These data are
taken from reference 17. The effect of finite aspect ratio
usually is to reduce somewhat the negative values of both

Ch_ and Ch+. Reliable values of these hinge-moment param- _--.o]2 _
eters for a finite aspect ratio can be calculated from the _o _ \two-dimensional parameters only when methods based on J
lifting-surface theory are used. Lifting-line-theory methods, -.0/6
such as are generally used in prediction of lift-curve

slope, have been proved inadequate. Lifting-surface-theory _ _ _.__%x

equations, applicable to full-span control surfaces on wings
of finite aspect ratio , are given in reference 18. -.o_o

BALANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Overhanging or inset-hinge balance.--The overhanging
I I

balance or inset-hinge balance has been the type most -.O_4o .2 .4 .6 ._ /.o
commonly used in the past on actual airplanes. The hinge- flop c/,o,-d cs
moment parameters for control surfaces having such balances A]rfoz chord ' c
are affected by the overhang length and by t+hebalance nose Fx_,nE20.--Variationofflapsectionhinge-momentparameterswithratioofflap chordto

airfoil chord. Plain_jflaps with sealed gaps on NACA 0009 airfoil of infinite aspect ratio,shape in the manner illustrated in figure 21. These data Data from refcrcnce17.
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FIGURE 22.--Typical effects of unshielded horn balances on control-surface hinge-morner
parameters. Derived from data of reference 20,

l I I Sealed internal balanee.--The characteristics of a scale,
-'°/2o .2 ..4 ._ .8 internal balance are somewhat similar to those of an oyez

cdcr hanging balance. The ratio of the area of any leaks in th
lrIOURE21.--_/'ypical effects of overhang balances on control-surface hinge-moment

parameters.Derivedfromdataofreference19. seal to the area of the vents at the hinge line must be small i
the balance is to be effective. In practice, some type c

reduction in control effectiveness for a given change in C% rubberized cloth seal is most satisfactory. The effects of
sealed internal balance on the hinge-moment characteristicTypical effects of a balancing tab on the hinge-moment

characteristics are illustrated in figure 23. The data shown are shown in figure 25.
Other types of control-surface balance.--Other types cin this figure are derived from reference 19.

Beveled-trailing-edge balance.--The flow in the vicinity control-surface balance that are sometimes used are a
of the trailing edge of an airfoil equipped with a beveled- follows: shielded horn balance (paddle balance), Fris
trailing-edge control surface, when the control surface is balance, piston balance, and various types of double-hing
deflected, is like that caused by a deflected tab. For this control surfaces, such as those described in references 21 an
reason, the value of Ch_is reduced by the beveled trailing 22. Other devices that may be used to reduce control forceinclude spoilers (reference 19), all-movable control surface
edge. The beveled trailing edge also reduces the negative (reference 23), servotabs, and spring tabs (reference 24).
value (or increases the positive value) of Ch. A beveled

COMPARISON OF VARIOUS BALANCING DEVICES

trailing edge on an unsealed control surface may give exag-
gerated effects at small deflections and angles of attack, The preceding discussion of the various balancing device
which result in overbalance of the surface for a small has shown that some balances affect Ca, more than C_

deflection range. For this reason, control surfaces equipped whereas other balances have a predominant effect on Ch
with a beveled trailing edge should be sealed. The effects In order to obtain desired control-force and stability cha_
of trailing-edge angle on hinge-moment characteristics are acteristics, it is convenient to be able to vary C,_ and C
shown in figure 24. The data shown in this figure are derived independently through the appropriate choice of balance
from reference 19. of combinations of balances.
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A comparison of the relative effects of the various balances % deq

on the hinge-moment parameters is given in figure 26 where F_Q,RE24.--Typicaleffectsofbeveled-trailing-edgebalancesoncontrol-surfacehinge-moment
values of Ch_ are plotted against values of Ch5. A point p_et_. _i,._dt_o_d_ot_o.

indicated by a circle on figure 26 represents the values of the two sets of curves, a balance .which will provide the
the hinge-moment parameters of a typical plain 6ontrol desired stick forces may be selected.
surface. The various lines radiating from that point indicate Any of the types of balance discussed in this section may
the manner in which the hinge-moment Parameters are be used to reduce the value of Ch_to zero if used in sufficient
changed by the addition of wrious kinds of balances. The
distance along any of the lines from the point for the plain amount. The choice of the type of balance to use in a
control surface to a point for a balanced control surface practical installation depends largely on the effect of the
depends on the amount of balance used. Through the balance on characteristics other than the hinge moments at
appropriate choice of aerodynamic balance a large number of small deflections. The advantages and disadvantages of

combinations of Ch, and Ch_ can be obtained. A consider- various types of balance are briefly discussed in table II.

ably greater number of combinations of these parameters DIRECTIONAL STABILITY AND CONTROL
can be obtained by combining two or more types of balance CHARACTERISTICS
as, for example, a small amount of bevel with any of the
o,_erhang balances or with a balancing tab. The value of DIRECTIONALTRIM CHARACTEPISTIC_
Ch_ may be made to increase positively while the value of REQUIREMENTS

Ch5 increases negatively by combining an unbalancing tab For all types of airplanes, the rudder should be sufficiently
with an unshielded horn balance or with a beveled-trailing- powerful to provide equilibrium of yawing moments in
edge balance. A plot of C_ against Ch6 such as figure 26 flight with the wings level at any speed and in any flight
showing the balance characteristics may be used in con- condition. When the airplane is trimmed at maximum
junction with a similar plot such as figure 8 showing the level-flight speed, the rudder',force required at any speed
required hinge-moment characteristics. By comparison of from the stall to the maximum diving speed should be as
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small as possible and should not exceed 180 pounds. Iz
:--cb cy addition, the rudder control should be sufficiently powerfu

vent--, to maintain directional control during take-off and landing
_' _ For multiengine airplanes, the rudder control should b,

_ sufficiently powerful to provide equilibrium of yawing mo
ments at all speeds above 110 percent of the stalling spee(
with any one engine inoperative (propeller at low pitch) an(

the other engines developing full rated power.
DIRECTIONAL TRIM CHARACTERISTICS FOR SINGLE-ENGINE AIRPLANE

Typical variations of rudder angle, rudder force, am
.o04 sideslip with speed in straight flight with the wings laterall:

level are shown for a single-engine airplane in figure 27
The reasons for the rudder deflection and sideslip require,
at low speed with power on are illustrated in figure 28. A
high angles of attack the propeller produces a yawing mo

o ment and the propeller-fuselage combination Produces a sid
force. For the normal direction of propeller rotation (clock

"_ wise when viewed from the rear) the yawing moment am
side force are to the left. Right rudder deflection is re

_" quired to offset propeller yawing moment and also to offse
_--.o04 the aileron yawing moment when the ailerons .are deflecte,

_ to balance the propeller torque. The vertical tail, there
fore, develops an additional side force to the left. In orde
4o offset the left side force on the fuselage and tail, the aft
plane must sideslip to the left because with the wings leve

-.o0e "ch_ . no side-force component due to gravity exists. Because ¢
the airplane's directional stability, additional rudder deflec
tion to the right is required to provide directional trim whe:
the airplane sideslips to the left. Right rudder deflection i
also required to offset the effects of slipstream rotation. Th! , ! i !

"°12o ._ .4 .6 .8 provision of directional trim at low speed with flaps dow
cb/er and rated power generally is a critical condition for the rud

FIGURE25.--Typical effects of scaled internal balances on control-surface hinge-morrcnt der power. It is desirable to have sufficient rudder deflectio:
parameters, beyond that required for trim to offset the yawing moment

due to aileron defection and rolling velocity in a roll.
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The variation of sideslip angle with speed in the power-on power-on condition is in the nose-down direction. As a
condition (fig. 27) may influence the elevator angle required result, increased up-elevator deflection will be required for
for trim and hence the static longitudinal stability as meas- trim at lower speeds. This effect results in an increase in
ured in flight. The sideslip angle will affect the elevator static longitudinal stability. This effect of sideslip must be
angle required for trim in cases where there is a pitching considered when comparing flight and wind-tunnel predic-
moment due to sideslip. Frequently the pitching moment tions of static longitudinal stability. The use of this effect

•due to sideslip of a single-engine tractor airplane in the to increase stability does not appear very desirable, inasmuch
as a large pitching moment due to sideslip is inherently

_. -- F_nO" undesirable. .

._ c, .... Fin 3"/e?t The variation of rudder force with speed is caused by the
_._20 _ . effects of power and by distortion effects on the rudder fabric

:..power o,, at high speed. In the power-off condition an airplane with
"-<_--....._ zero fin offset would be expected to require no rudder deflec-

powor o?_....,_-_-_ _, tion or rudder force for trim at any speed. The right rudde_0

.... force which is shown by figure 27 to be required for trim in
the low-speed power-on condition results from tile right
rudder deflection required. The left rudder forces required

"_2oo _, for trim at very high speed would occur if the fin were offset

¢o_#" ....... power on with leading edge to the left, for tile same reason that the

po_,or orf..._ Power elevator force variation with speed depends on stabilizer¢_ t9 _ .....Off setting. On actual airplanes the fin is frequently offset to

"__.....On the left in order to reduce the rudder deflection required for
_. " -- .. _-..<.off trim at low speed. This practice appears inadvisable On

_2oo "x-..0n high-speed airplanes because of its adverse effect on the
rudder trim forces in dives that result from distortien of the
rudder.

O} .Power' off ' ; A possible method for considerably reducing the rudder
'.......... deflection for trim at low speed without introducing unde-

I _ sirable effects at high speed is to offset the center of gravity

L / ""_"".......... Power on_./o[ of the airplane to the right. This method is effective for. I i i , the following reasons:
. mo 200 3oo ,¢00 500 (1) The aileron deflection required for trim at low speed

/nd/catodai,"speed,, mph and therefore the aileron yawing moment are thereby
FIOURe 27.--T_,pieal variations of rudder angle, rudder force, and sideslip angle with speed

in straight flighg with wings laterally level. Single-engine tractor airplane, reduced.

V
g !
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t ........77_rus? on propel/er, blades ...... Thrust on prqoeller blades
_ lae

Fo_,ce on fue g ....... I

..

Drag" on g on oi/e_',o

(a) Sideslip=0; sideforce to ]eft. (b) Sideslip to left; side force=0; airplane in equgibrktm.

F%OURE28.--Forces and moments acting on single-engine tractor airplane in flight at high angles of attack with wings laterally level. Propeller rotation clockwise when vlewe(l from the rear.
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(2) If the thrust force exceeds the drag, the excess of gravity offsets the aerodynamic side force on the fuselage
thrust over drag produces a yawing moment to the right caused by sideslip. The relation between the angle of bank
about the center of gravity which reduces tile rudder deflec- and the angle of sideslip may be derived by referring to
tion required for trim. figure 29

(3) Because of the smaller side force on the vertical tail,
less sideslip is required for equilibrium and hence the rudder W sin ¢ = CrqS
deflection required to produce this sideslip is reduced. 5Cr ,_
The control deflections required when the center of gravity is =/S _- q_

offset vary in_versely as the square of the speed and therefore or for small angles of bank

becomes very small at high speeds. Flight tests have shown _Cr
that on a typical single-engine airplane a lateral center-of- W¢=_ _ qS
gravity shift of 1.8 percent of the wing span reduced the
rudder deflection required for trim at minimum speed in the bCr
wave-off condition by 10% _ 0_ q

CHARACTERISTICS IN STEADY SIDESLIPS fl W/S

REQUIREMENTS bCy/b_ (37)

Directional stability and control characteristics in side- CL -,-

slips.--Right rudder deflection should be required to hold This relation shows that at low speeds or high lift coefficients
left sideslip, and vice versa. The variation of rudder angle a large amount of sideslip will be required in combination
with sideslip should be approximately linear for angles of with a small angle of bank in a steady sideslip. At high
sideslip up to =t=15°. The variation of rudder force with Speed the angle of sideslip corresponding to a given amount
sideslip should be such that" right rudder force should be of bank is reduced. The formula also shows that an airplane
required to hold a rudder deflectlon to the right of the trim with a Small amount of side area will have to sideslip to large"
position, and vice versa. If this requirement is met, the angles for relatively small amounts of bank in steady side-
airplane will tend to return to zero sideslip when the rudder slips. If an airplane is banked and an effort is made to
is released. For multiengine airplanes the directional sta- raise the low wing by use of the rudder alone, the flight path
bility with rudder free should be such that straight flight can of the airplane will continue to curve toward the low wing
be maintained by sideslipping, at any speed above 140percent until the sideslip is sufficient to develop side force on the
of the stalling speed, with maximum possible asymmetry of fuselage to offset the lateral component of gravity. A
power caused by loss of one engine, large side-force coefficient is therefore desirable in order tG

Pitching moment due to sideslip.--The variation of ele- minimize course changes that occur when the airplane is
vator angle and elevator force with sideslip angle should be displaced in roll by gusty air.
as small as possible. Requirements of different agencies are
somewhat different. Flight tests have shown that the TYPICALDEFICIENCIESINSIDESLIPCHARACTERISTICS
pitching moments in sideslips should not be sufficient to
produce undesirable changes in acceleration if the elevator is One type of difficulty frequently encountered, known as
left free. A tentative requirement is that the application of rudder "lock," is really a condition of rudder-free directional
a rudder force of 50 pounds should not produce a change in instability that occurs at large angles of sideslip. This diffi-
normal acceleration greater than 0.2g. cu]ty is usually found to be caused by the vertical tail stalling

Side-force characteristics.--The variation of side force L
with sideslip should be such that left bank is required in left
sideslips and vice versa.

The lateral stability and control characteristics in steady
sideslips are considered in another section.

- DISCUSSION OF EQUILIBRIUM OF AN AIRPLANE IN A STEADY SIDESLIP

In a steady sideslip the airplane flies straight with constant
attitude and speed and must therefore be completely in
equilibrium. In order to maintain this condition the rudder
is deflected until the yawing moment is zero. The ailerons
are deflected to make the rolling moment zero and the
elevators are deflected to make the pitching moment zero. w
The airplane must bank so that the lateral component of _GSR_29.--Forcesacting on an airplane ina steady sideslip.
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or emerging from the slipstream at large angles of sideslip, order to predict the directional stability of an actual fuselage,
If an airplane is directionally stable with rudder free, left windrtunnel-test results for a similar fuselage shape are
rudder force will be required to hold the airplane in a right preferred. Wind-tunnel results are frequently presented as
sideslip, and vice versa. When a condition of rudder lock is the variation of aerodynamic forces and moments with angle
encountered the rudder floats to an angle greater than that of yaw, rather than angle of sideslip. Angle of yaw is defined
required to hold the airplane in a steady sideslip, and the as the angle of the longitudinal axis of the airplane with
pilot must exert right rudder force to return the rudder respect to a fixed direction, whereas angle of sideslip is the
toward neutral when the airplane is in a right sideslip, and angle of the longitudinal axis with respect to the direction of
vice versa. This condition may be very dangerous on a the relative wind. For an airplane in straight flight or in a .
large airplane because the rudder force required to push the wind tunnel, the angle of yaw is equal to the negative of the
rudder from its stops and start it turning toward neutral may angle of sideslip, and the two angles may be used inter-
exceed the strength of the pilot, changeably. When any type of maneuver involving turn-

- Directional instability at small angles of sideslip is some- ing is analyzed, however, the two angles must be considered
times encountered, especially in the flap-up condition at separately. In the present paper the term "angle of side-
high angles of attack. It is sometimes caused by the vertical slip" will therefore be used in the text when the angle with
tail operating in the wake of the fuselage. This type of respect to the relative wind is being considered. Some of the
instability makes it very difficult to hold the airplane on the figures presenting wind-tunnel data, however, are given in
desired course, especially in maneuvers in which high angles terms of angle of yaw in accordance with usual wind-tunnel
of attack are reached at high speeds. Lack of directional practice.
stability at small angles of sideslip may be dangerous in One of the factors contributing to the problem of rudder
flight at high speeds because in accelerated rolling maneuvers, lock is the fact that the unstable yawing moments from the
in which the airplane is subjected to large yawing moments, fuselage and propeller continue to increase when large angles
angles of sideslip may build up sufficiently to exceed the of sideslip are reached, whereas the stabilizing effect of the
design load of the vertical tail. "_ertical tail may decrease when it stalls or emerges from the

Negative dihedral effect may be encountered in flight at slipstream. Figure 30 Showsthe variation of yawing moment
low speed with power on, especially in the flaps-down condi- with angle of yaw for an isolated fuselage with circular cross
tion, even though the airplane may have positive dihedral section. The effect of small fins added on the rear part of
effect in high-speed flight. The causes of this condition are the body is also shown. The addition of fins makes the
discussed in subsequent sections. Negative dihedral effect is fuselage very stable at large angles of sideslip though it does
undesirable, but it is not considered to be a dangerous condi- not affect the instability at small angles of sideslip.
tion provided that the aileron control is more than adequate Propeller yawing moments.--A tractor propeller gives an
to hold up the leading wing in a sideslip with full rudder, unstable variation of yawing moment with sideslip because

it behaves like a vertical fin located ahead of the center of

CONTRIBUTIONSOFVARIOUSAIRPLANECOMPONENTSTOTHE gravity. The instability contributed by the propeller may
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY

Directional stability of the fuselage.--The variation of

yawing moment with sideslip for a fuselage is difficult to .__ p/a/n fus_/og_ 4o"

effect of the fuselage cannot be neglected, however, because
it usually contributes a large unstable variation of yawing
moment with sideslip. Theoretical attempts to predict the o

directional instability of the fuselage have been based on _
calculations of the yawing moments on ellipsoids in an ideal _z_"

_'° \ "

fluid. The flow around an ellipsoid in an ideal fluid does not :0 o.
simulate the flow around an actual fuselage and for this rea- _ _ -.4o_

son the theoretical calculations exaggerate the directional _

instability. These calculations do show that the directional "__ __
stability of the fuselage depends principally on its dimensions _ ¢_
as seen in the side view and does not depend to any large ,_
extent on its thickness. Since yawing moments of fuselage _o_

•_ "_
shapes are frequently presented in the form of yawing- 2
moment coefficients bused on the fuselage volume, care --/2 J I , _ ,
should be taken to convert these results to the basis of side o 30 eo

A_9,/e of yo_ cleq

dimensions when they are applied to prediction of the mo-
ments on a body with different cross-sectional shape. In F,C.VRE 30.--Effect of small fins on crosstheyawingsection.momentsof. a fuselage with circular
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be accurately estimated from theoretical calculations of the desirable to base these quantities only on the portion of the
direct propeller forces, such as those given in reference 9. vertical tail located above the fuselage. The aspect ratio of
The propeller also affects the flow conditions at the vertical the vertical tail should be increased by a factor ranging in
tail and so influences its contribution to the directional value from 1.2 to 1.5 to take into account the end-plate

stability, effect of the horizontal tail. The sidewash and dynamic
• Wing yawing moments.--The variation of yawing moment pressure at the vertical tail must also be estimated. The

with sideslip for the wing is generally small. A wing with sidewash and dynamic pressure that exist in the propeller
positive geometric dihedral will give a slight destabilizing slipstream may be deterinined fl'om various theoretical or
effect because of the influence of the lift force on the yawing experimental data. Interference effects from the wing and
moments: The reason for the unstable variation of yawing fuselage also have a large effect on the sidewash and dynamic
moment with sideslip is shown in figure 31. The lift vectors pressure at the vertical tail. These effects are discussed in
are drawn perpendicular to the relative wind and perpen- reference 25. Wind-tunnel tests have shown that a favorable

dicular to the surface of the wing. Yawing moments con- sidewash factor _ as large as --0.4 may exist for low-wing
tributed by the induced drag in a steady sideslip are small o_

because the ailerons are used to balance out the rolling airplanes. On _he other hand for high-wing airplanes an
moment and hence tend to equalize the lift on the two sides unfavorable sidewash factor of 0.6 has been measured. Tests
of the wing. For conventional designs the contribution of of powered models of actual airplanes have generally shown
the isolated wing to the directional stability is very small, much smaller sidewash effects. The average favorable side-
but it may become important in the case of tailless airplanes, wash for low-wing models seems to be approximately --0.1,

Yawing moments from the vertical tail.--The vertical tail to which the propeller sidewash should be added. The
is designed to overcome the unstable yawing moments con- dynamic pressure at the tail may be assumed equal to that
tributed by the propeller, wing, and fuselage. The yawing in the propeller slipstream for airplanes with clean canopies,
moments produced by the vertical tail may be estimated but for airplanes with poorly shaped canopies the vertical
from the following formula: tail area in the wake of the canopy must be assumed to be

relatively ineffective.

ha\/bCN\ ,-, , The yawing moments contributed by the fuselage, pro-=_ 1--_fl_] _,--b-_a)r qr_r_ (38) peller, and vertical tail m_.y increase with sideslip somewhat
as shown in figure 32. The yawing moment given by the

In practice the quantities entering into this formula are tail does not increase beyond about 15° sideslip because the
difficult to estimate accurately. The principal source of error tail reaches the stall angle and also emerges from the slip-
is the determination of the area and effective aspect ratio of stream, whereas the yawing moments given by the propellex
the vertical tail. Inasmuch as tesgs have shown that the and fuselage continue to increase all the way to about a 45 c
portion of the vertical tail located behind the fuselage con- angle of sideslip. For this reason the airplane may become
tributes very little to the directional stability, it appears directionally unstable at large angles of sideslip even with

Iler
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FmCRE 31.--nlustration of cause of unstable variation of yawing moment with sideslip for FZOUR_ 32.--Variation with sideslip of the yawing moments contributed by the propeller
a wing with dihedral, fuselage, and vertical tail for a single-engine tractor airplane.
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the rudder fixed.. With rudder free the directional stability The maximum allowable dihedral effect is specified in-
will be further decreased because when the vertical tail stalls directly by the following requirements:
the rudder always has a large tendency to float with the (1) When the airplane is displaced laterally and the con-
relative wind no matter what type of balance is used• (See trols are released, the resulting oscillation should damp to
reference 26.) A large amount of directional stability must one-half amplitude in less than 2 cycles.
be added at large angles of sideslip so that the rudder deflec- (2) The rolling velocity in a roll made with rudder fixed
tion required to hold the airplane in a steady sideslip will should never decrease to zero as a result of the sideslip pro-
exceed the angle to which the rudder tends to float• One duced in the roll.
method of making the fuselage stable at large angles of The foregoing requirements for the maximum allowable
sideslip was pointed out previously in the discussion of dihedral effect are rather lenient and a more severe require-
fuselage yawing moments. This method consisted of the ment should possibly be provided. Some airplanes with
addition of small sharp-edge fins along the rear portion of large dihedral effect and low directional stability have proved
the fus@age. These fins, known as dorsal or ventral fins, objectionable because of the violence of the rolling motion
have proved very successful in eliminating rudder lock on caused by small movements of the rudder in high-speed
many actual airplanes. Another method that has been flight. Further research is required before a definite require-
proposed to .prevent rudder lock consists of placing vertical ment can be formulated to cover this condition.
tail surfaces at the tips of the horizontal tail• These surfaces Definition of effective dihedral.--The geometric dihedral
tend to preserve the directional stability up to larger angles angle is defined as the angle, as seen in the front view, between
of sideslip because they remain in the slipstream longer, the wing panels of an airplane and the spanwise axis of the
Wind-tunnel tests showing the effect on the yawing mom.ents airplane. The effective dihedral angle may differ from the
of dorsal fins and of end plates on the horizontal tail of a geometric dihedral angle because of the interference effects
typical single-engine fighter airplane are shown in figure 33. of the fuselage and propeller slipstream• The effecti/'e di-
Note that the curves pass through zero because of the use hedral of an airplane is defined as the number of degrees
of contrarotating propellers..With single rotation, the of geometric dihedral that would be required on an isolated

curves for power-on conditions are displaced at zero sideslip, wing of the same plan form to give the same variation of
and thus rudder-force reversal is caused at a still smaller rolling-moment coefficient with sideslip. The effective di-

angle of sideslip in one direction (normally in right sideslips), hedral is taken on the basis that it is constant from the root
VIHEDRALEFFECT to the tip of the wing. Thus, a wing with tips up turned

at a 45 ° angle might have about 10° effective dihedral.
Requirements.--The dihedral effect as indicated by the

variation of aileron angle with sideslip in steady sideslips The variation of rolling moment with sideslip per degree
should be such that up aileron is required on the leading wing. dihedral for wings of various plan forms and aspect ratios
The variation of aileron angle with sideslip should be ap- has been determined theoretically and may be obtained from
proximately linear. The variation of aileron force with various papers, such as reference 27. For an aspect ratio5Ct
sideslip angle should be such that the stick will tend to of 6, 1° of effective dihedral corresponds to a value of -_,
return toward its trim position at zero sideslip when it is the variation of rolling-moment coefficient with sideslip angle,
released• This requirement is equivalent to stating that the of 0.0002 per degree.
dihedral effect shall be positive with stick fixed or stick free. Influence of wing location, power, and sweepback on

/.Wifh dorsol 1tin effective dihedral.--Ordinarily a high-wing arrangement has

.o_F _.Z__(,-,o _'ipfins) A__ about 3° more effective dihedral than geometric dihedral•

.... )_ _'----- _ A low-wing arrangement has about 3 ° less effective dihedral_ _ _/"_-x_ then geometric dihedral•

• /2/ odded The effective dihedral on a tractor-type airplane frequently
S: / / _ ] decreases with the application of power. , This condition is
o_ _" / \1 most marked in the climbing condition with flaps down at
,_ o / / / _ low speeds b'ecause in this condition the ratio of dynamic

_ pressure in the slipstream to free:stream dynamic pressure ishighest. The reason for the decrease in effective dihedral
_-.oJ _ with power is illustrated in figure 34. The decrease in

_(. dihedral effect is caused by the additional lift developed by
"'o_iqi_o/_o_e/ the trailing wing when the slipstream, which is deflected in

-.on the sideslip, covers a larger area of that wing. The lift
results in a rolling moment tending to raise the trailing wing.

J Because of the increase in the thrust coefficient as the speedI

A,w/e or yo_, ,¢eq is decreased, the effective dihedral in power-on conditions of
flight becomes progressively more negative (unstable) asFIGURE33.--Wind-tunnel measurements showing effect on tbe directional stability character-

istics of a dorsal fin and of vertical fins on the tip of the horizontal tail of a single-engine
fighterairplane.Power-oneondition(contrarotatingpropeners);rudderfree. the lift coefficient increases.
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A wing with sweepback is found experimentally to have a I,'I_,.R_35.--Effect ofa moderate amount ofsweepback on the variation ofeffective dihedr_with lift coefficient. Single-enginetractor airplane; power-on condition.

positive dihedral effect that increases in proportion to the
lift coefficient. This effect may be used to offset the decrease rapidly than predicted by the theory. Tests of sweptback
in dihedral effect due to po_ver. A typical example of the wings with sharp leading edges have shown that the dihedral
variation of effective dihedral with lift coefficient for an effect changes from positive to negative values at moderate
airplane in the power-on conc_ition is given in figure 35. lift coefficients, as a result of stalling of the leading wing.
The beneficial effect of a relatively small amount of sweep- Quantitative data on the dihedral effect and other aero-
back in avoiding negative dihedral effect at high lift coeffi- dynamic characteristics of swept wings may be found in
cients is shown. With flaps down sweepforward or sweep- reference 28 and many other papers. High dihedral effect at
back of the hinge line of the flaps rather than the quarter- high lift coefficients or low flight speeds is not so objectionable
chord line of the wing sections is the important factor in as it would be at high speeds, and aceeptable flight character-
determining the dihedral effect. The difficulties encountered istics may be obtained provided that the directional stability
with large positive dihedral effect in high-speed flight have is also fairly large and the aileron effectiveness is normal.
been mentioned previously. It is therefore very desirable Measurement of effective dihedral in flight.--:From the
to reduce as much as possible any increase of dihedral effect variation of aileron angle with sideslip measured in steady
with increasing speed. Experience has shown that negative sideslips the variation of rolling moment with sideslip or the
dihedral effect at low speeds is less serious than excessive dihedral effect may be determined, provided that the
positive dihedral effect at high speeds. Though sweepback variation of rolling-moment coefficient with aileron deflection
is beneficial in offsetting the decrease in dihedral effect due is known, by means of the formula
to power, sweepback of a wing even in small amounts is
usually detrimental to its stalling characteristics, bC, b,_,,bC_

The use of a large amount of sweepback (that is, 30° or b/_ = b_ b_-_ (39)
more) on .jet-propelled aircraft, for the improvement of
performance at transonic and supersonic speeds generally The variation of rolling-moment coefficient with aileron
produces very large positive dihedral effect at high lift angle may be obtained from flight measurements of the
coefficients. The increase in dihedral effect with lift co- rolling velocity by means of the formula
efficient and with sweepback may be estimated qualitatively

by calculating the lift on the left and right wings on the (pb_
assumption that the component o[ velocity normal to Fne bC_ _ b \zv/Pb
leading edge is responsible for the lift of the wing. The _-=c,'zp bS_ (40)
predictions based on this theory are in fair agreement with
experiment so long as the flow on the wing remains unstalled. The damping in roll C,_ may b6' obtained for wings of various
With large sweep angles, however, flow separation may start plan forms from theoretical calculations. The value of C,p is
at relatively low angles of attack, and the dihedral effect ob- between 0.4 and 0.6 for Unswept wings of normal aspect
tained under these conditions increases with lift coefficient less ratios.
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AILERON CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS rolling velocity were required to satisfy the pilots, the aileron
proportions would have to increase rapidly with the size of

REQUIREMENTS FOR SATISFACTORY AILERON CONTROL the airplane.

Early research on lateral-control devices was concerned With an aileron control system in which the ailerons are
mainly with improvement of the lateral control of the directly linked to the control stick, the pilot is generally
airplane beyond the stall. Attempts were made on the basis unable to obtain full deflection of the ailerons above some
of this work to set up requirements for satisfactory aileron definite speed because the stick force required becomes too
control characteristics. One proposed criterion stated that large. For nonmilitary airplanes the requirements state
the ratio of rolling-moment coefficient to lift coefficient that full aileron deflection should be obtainable with 30-
should exceed a certain value. This criterion would in pound stick force or 80-pound wheel force up to 0.8 times the

effect require an airplane to have a rolling velocity that maximum level-flight speed. Combat experience with mili-
varied inversely as the airspeed. Measurements of flying tary airplanes has emphasized the importance of rolling
qualities of numerous airplanes have shown that a criterion ability in both normal flight and high-speed dives. The

-of this type does not conform to the pilots' opinions of present Army and Navy requ!rements, therefore, specify
satisfactory rolling performance. With conventional ailerons that large values of _ob/2V or rolling velocity should be
the rolling velocity obtained with a given aileron deflection available up to the maximum diving speeds of fighter-type
increases in proportion to the speed. The reason for this airplanes with the stick force not exceeding 30pounds. The
increase is that the ailerons introduce an effective twist into Army and Navy requirements also specify a value of pb/2 V

the wing that causes the airplane to roll essentially on a considerablygreater than 0.07 for low-speed or cruising flight
geometric helix. In a stead_ roll with a given aileron in orcler to provide for rolling ability greater than that desired
deflection, therefore, the airplane always rolls through the simply on the basis of satisfactory handling characteristics.
same angle of bank in traveling a given distance no matter In addition to the previously stated requirements for
what the airspeed, aileron effectiveness and stick force, the following require-

The concept that the airplane describes a helix when it ments must be satisfied:
rolls has led to the practice of specifying the rate of roll in (1) The aileron force and rolling velocity should vary
terms of the helix generated by tlle wing tip, The tangent approximately linearly with aileron deflection and the stick
of this helix angle is given by the expression pb/2V as shown force should be sufficient to return the control to neutral
in figure 36. In practice iob/2V is of the order of 0.1 or less when the. stick is released.
so that it is suffciently accurate to consider the tangent equal (2) The rolling acceleration should always be in the correct
to the angle expressed in radians. For this reason, pb/2V direction and should reach a maximum value no more than
is generally called the helix angle. 0.2 second after the ailerons are deflected; this requirement

Flight tests of numerous airplanes have shown that pilots has always been met by conventional ailerons but certain
demand a higher rolling velocity as the sPeed is increased and types of spoiler ailerons have proved unsatisfactory because
they also require that a small airplane should be able to roll of excessive lag or initial reversal in their action.
faster than a larger airplane. These observations lead to TYPICALAILERONCONTROLCHARACTERISTICS
the conclusion that the rolling ability of any airplane will
be considered satisfactory by pilots if the value of pb/2 V is If the ailerons are suddenly deflected, an airplan6 ordinarily
greater than a certain amount. Tests have shown that the reaches its steady rolling velocity very rapidly. For this
rolling ability of an airplane is considered satisfactory when reason only the steady rolling velocity is considered in the

the value of pb/2V exceeds 0.07 radian. (See reference 29.) requirements for aileron effectiveness. If the rudder is held
This criterion is consistent with logical design of the airplane, fixed during the roll, the rolling velocity may decrease after

because geometrically similar wing-aileron arrangements of it reaches the maximum because of the sideslip developed
different sizes with a given aileron deflection will have the during the roll. Any sideslip in conjunction with the
same helix angle independent of size or airspeed. If a given dihedral effect of the airplane introduces a rolling moment

I ! y

FIGURE36.--Derivation of the formlflaforhelix angle.
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opposite to that given by the ailerons. If the rudder is used aileron reversal speed is given in reference 9. Figure 3_
to maintain zero sideslip, the rolling velocity may continue also shows that some loss in aileron effectiveness may b(
to increase during the roll because of the rolling moment due expected near the stall because of reduction in the rollin_
to yawing velocity. Typical time histories of rudder-fixed moments given by the ailerons and because of the increasec
rolls are given in figure 37. Although in normal flight the sideslip reached in rolls at low speed. With a given stic_
rudder is coordinated with the ailerons to avoid excessive force the pilot can fully deflect the ailerons up to some definit(
sideslipping, tests for aileron control characteristics are speed but at higher speeds the aileron deflection is reducec
usually made with the rudder fixed in order to obtain a because of the high stick forces, hence the value of pb/2V i,_
maneuver that can be reproduced, reduced. This reduction is illustrated in figure 38.

The variation of aileron effectiveness with speed is ordi- With a given aileron configuration and conventional type,,
narily similar to that shown in figure 38. This diagram of aileron b_lance, the aileron performance at low speed ma_
shows that with a rigid wing a constant value of pb/2V be improved at the expense of high-speed characteristics b3
should be obtained at all speeds with full aileron deflection, increasing the aileron travel while keeping the same sti&
In practice, however, the ailerons cause the wing to twist in travel. Conversely, the aileron effectiveness at high spee&
such a way as to reduce the rolling velocity, until at some very may be improved at the expense of low-speed rolling ability
high speed, known as the aileron reversal speed, the wing by decreasing the aileron travel while keeping the same sti&
twist completely offsets the effect of aileron deflection and travel. These effects are shown in figure 39. With increased
the ailerons fail to produce rolling velocity. The aileron aileron travel, the value of pb/2V for full aileron deflectior
reversal speed should, of course, be well abcve the maximum is increased but the speed above which the pilot is unable
diving speed of an airplane_ A method for estimating the to obtain full aileron deflection is reduced because of the

reduced mechanical advantage of the stick over the ailerons

oI °I
I. _ CALCULATION OF ROLLING EFFECTIVENESS

_ The value of pb/2V attainable with a given aileron deflec-

._Q= tion and with given wing and aileron dimensions can be
o " o calculated accurately enough for design purposes. The

; zo rolling velocity may be estimated within about ± 10 percent
_ _ f_ for conventional types of ailerons in unstalled flight. The

_ _ _ _ o o / calculation is based on the assumption that in a steady roll
L 1.o l.O the rolling moment due to the ailerons is equal to i:he damp-

_ _._Ro ing moment in roll (_)

_._ _ _ ._ ....Ro//,n_ -- l/,_q

_">_'_•_ _ L_=Lp=Czp pb qSb (41)
0 .... -

"" "Yow/,'Tq ---_" -" -Yow/nq

The damping moment is caused by the increased angle at

_" l, _ il attack on the downgoing wing and the reduced angle of attack

_ ._ /o _ / on the upgoing wing. Formula (41) shows that this moment
_ ¢-_ / _ is proportional to the helix angle, the dynamic pressure, and
_ °F_ " the product of area and span of the wing. If formula (41)

/ in) _ , /(_) is expressed in coefficient form, the following result is
o z 4 o _ ,_ obtained:

_m_, _e_ _,_, _e_ (2E__)(a) 140 miles per hour.' (b) 200 miles per hour. Cla_-.C,_ pb (42)FmVR_ 37.--Time histories of typical rudder-fixed aileron rolls in a medium-bomber airplane.

._educfion due to _.full aileron deflection,
sideslip / ri{lid win_

\ _ -_----._eductiot_ due fo "

, force\ __), l
. ,,..%o,o..,,,,"% ..Ju,,

"'_ "_ I _ actual airplane

"._ "'. ] _ {varying StI'CR force)

I , "
0 II Indicated I I

Stall Maximum Reversal
divtnq speed
spee_

FI6UI_ 38,--Typical variation of aileron effectiveness with speed
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From formula (43)

I ru, /' \ o,-_¢.oIoZ_,-o,_t.-o_1
de,'/ect,'or,_ _.,' C -- 15 (0.3) (0.4)=0.0314

_'_ _ "_ From formula (42)

g. 30 Ib sf/ctt force 'i" " "" N _ob 0.0314

"_ _=-0_6-- = 0.068 radian

o The stick forces are calculated by assuming that plain ailerons
Indlcafedoirspced-- with no aerodynamic balance are used. The following

FmURE 39.--Effect of changing aileron travel while keeping same stick travel on the typical values are assumed for the hinge-moment parameters:variation of aileron effectiveness with speed.

The damping-moment coefficient Czp is a function only of Ch_=--O.O07

the wing plan form. its value has been calculated theoreti- 0_=--0.003
cally and may be found in reference 27 as a function of wing
aspect and taper ratios. The value of pb/2 V may be readily Assume 9 inches stick travel is required to deflect each aileron
calculated if the aileron rolling-moment coefficient is known. 15°. The force required per aileron is then determined from
This quantity may be determined from wind-tunnel tests or the aileron hinge moment as follows:
may be determined with equal accuracy from the aileron
dimensions by the following procedure. The aileron rolling= FAX,=H_aa (44)
moment coefficient may be expressed in the form

_57.3]

F=0.35H

" bC_
where the coefficient C_5 is equal to _ and the value of _ is The hinge moment is given by the equation

the ratio of the variation of Section lift coefficient with aileron" H= (t_aCh-t-haaCh_) qbac_2 (45)
deflection to the variation of section lift coefficient with

angle of attack. Notice that the symbol r is equivalent to where Aa is the change in angle of attack at the aileron caused

the symbol /c used in reference 27. The value of --Cz5repre- by the rolling velocity. This change in angle of attack at the
r wing tip is equal to the value of pb/2V. The change in

sents the rolling-moment coefficient that would be given by angle of attack at any point on the aileron may be calculated
a wing if the spanwise part that includes the ailerons were
twisted ] radian. When this quantity is multiplied by r,
the rolliag-moment coefficient is reduced to correspond to 40' ">

1 radian of aileron deflection. The value of Gz--A*may be found

in reference 27 as a function of the wing aspect and taper
ratios and of the spanwise location of the aileron. The value
of r may be obtained from section data but more accurate t

calculations may be made by computing from values of l--
pb/2V measured in flight a value of r for ailerons of a type I 6.7"--->
similar to those under consideration. A somewhat more _

exact procedure for calculating the value of pb/2V is given _- ___ o.2_

in reference 9.

AMOUNT OF AILERON BALANCE REQUIRED FOR SATISFACTORY

CHARACTERISTICS

The following example illustrates the degree of aerody-
namic balance required for ailerons on airplanes of various
sizes. Consider a fighter-type airplane with the dimensions

shown in figure 40. The value of pb/2V reached with 4-15 ° I •
aileron deflection may be calculated as follows: For 20- _ _
percent-chord plain ailerons, assume that r=0.4. From
fererence 27:

Ct =0.46

Clh_ 0.3 FmUR_ 40.--Airplane dimensions used in example for calculation of aileron control character-istics. Taper ratio, 0.5; aspect ratio, 6; aileron root-mean-square chord, 1 foot; aileron
7" travel, :t:15°; and stick travel, -_9 inches.
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2b' b' have _o be increased to ±19.5 ° to meet the low-speed
bymultiplyingpb/2Vbytheratio-_-, where is the distance quirement of a value of pb/2V of 0.09. The mechani(
from the longitudinal axis to this point on the aileron and b advantage of the control stick would therefore be reduc
is the wing span. More complete analyses, such as that and the hinge moment for full deflection increased and a st
given in reference 11, have shown that a point near the in- closer degree of balance would be required for satisfacto
board end of the aileron should be used to give the best high-speed characteristics.
average measure of the angle-of-attack change. Consider next a large bomber of 240-foot span, assum,

In the present example to have a wing-aileron arrangement geometrically similar
that of the fighter airplane discussed previously. If a stic

A pb 2b' type control is assumed, the mechanical advantage of t]
a=2-1Y-b- stick over the ailerons will remain the same. If plain, u

28 balanced ailerons are again assumed, the only quantity
= (0.068) _ the equations that changes is the product bac__. This qua

=0.048 radian or 2.8 ° tity is multiplied in the ratio or 63 which equals 21

where b' is the distance from the longitudinal axis to a point By use of a wheel-type control, the pilot's mechanical a
on aileron 0.7 foot from the inboard end. From equa- vantage may be increased about 60 percent, so that t]

216
deflectedti°n(45),aileronthehingeis moment on the fully downward forces would be multiplied by 1--.6-0.or 135. The order of ma

H----[(--2.8) (--0.003)+ 15 (--0.007)] q (6.7)(1) 2 nitude of the wheel forces is indicated in figure 42.
=--0.00077V 2 foot-pounds A very close degree of balance of the ailerons (appro

where V is in feet per second. Ch_------0.00014 and Ch,=0.00000, for example) would l
The variation with airspe.ed of stick force to deflect two required to reduce the wheel forces to acceptable limits, l

ailerons is therefore as shown in figure 41. With plain ailer- practice, this degree of balance is unattainable because min(
ons, full deflection cannot be reached with 30 pounds stick differences in the contours of the ailerons, within productk
force above 158 miles per hour. Above this speed, the de- tolerances, can cause variations in Cht and Ch, of 4-0.000
flection and hence the value of pb/2V vary inversely as the Some type of serve or booster control is therefore require
square of the speed, for adequate control of an airplane of this size, or even h

In order to meet the present Army or Navy requirements one of considerably smaller size. The ailerons should
for aileron control at high speed, the ailerons on an airplane aerodynamically balanced as far as possible, while a definil
of this size would have to be aerodynamically balanced to force gradient is still maintained, in order to redl:_c tf
reduce the hinge moments to about 1/3 of those for a plain power requirements for the booster.
aileron, even with the =[=15° deflection range that was
assumed. The aileron deflection range would, however, NOTES ON AILERON BALANCE, FRISE AILERONS, AND SPOILERS

The example given previously showed that the change i
6o angle of attack at the aileron during the roll was about 1/5 tf

: f/cot/__ change in aileron deflection. A given change in the val_

. of Ch_ will therefore have only 1/5 as much effect on ailero

40 F_// de forces as the same change in the value of Ch_. The ailero..
control-feel characteristics are not markedly affected by tl_

•_204c _ "30 /13 [mox/mum des/redJ 10,000
tO

o _ 8o6o
6' 8000-

Full deflection, _o
_RO " _ 4000-

"_'_" I _ ..ao/__ti_kfo_e_._ _ zoo_-

k°_ O i i I i I I
I O0 200 300 I O0 200 300

/ndicoted oirspee_ mph Indicoted oirspee_ mph

FIGURE 41.--Variation of stick force and aileron deflection with speed for airplane FIGURE42.--Aileron wheel force for full aileron deflection as a function of speed for airplal
used as example, with 2_10-footspan. Unbalanced ailerons.
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ratio of the values of Ch_ and Ch, although when Ch, is With spoiler-type ailerons the profile-drag differences may

positive, the control force required to deflect suddenly the introduce an appreciable favorable yawing moment. Even
ailerons will be lighter than the final force reached in a when spoiler ailerons are used, however, at high lift coeffi-
steady roll; whereas when the value of Ch, is negative, the cients this favorable moment is generally smaller than the

sum of the adverse yawing moments due to induced-dragopposite will, be true. All the types of control-surface aero-
dynamic balance discussed previously have been sucessfully differences and due to rolling.
applied to ailerons. The adverse aileron yawing moment in a roll may be

Certain additional means of providing aerodynamic bal- calculated by adding to the yawing nmments measured in a
ance for ailerons have been frequently used. These methods wind tunnel the yawing moment due to rolling. The yawing
depend upon balancing the system consisting of the two moment due to rolling may be determined as a function of
ailerons and their connecting linkage rather than balancing wing plan form by methods from reference 27 and other
each aileron individually. In the case of one frequently papers. If wind-tunnel data are not available, the induced
used type of aileron balance, called the Frise aileron, the aileron yawing moment may be found from theoretical cal-
upgoing aileron is overbalanced and therefore helps to deflect culations in reference 30. An approximate formula for the

adverse yawing-moment coefficient acting in a steady roll isthe downgoing aileron. In using this arrangement the con-
trol system must be very rigid s0 that the upgoing aileron will as follows:

not deflect to excessively large angles and cause the system CL pb
to overbalance at hig h speeds. A differential linkage is fre- C_=_ 2--V (46)
quently employed in conjunction with Frise type ailerons
as well as with other types of ailerons. With this arrange- This formula, which is accurate within 4-5 percent- for or-
ment the upgoing aileron deflects through a larger range dinary wing plan forms, gives approximately the sum of the
than the downgoing aileron. If both the ailerons have an yawing moments due to induced drag aild due to rolling.
upfloating tendency (trailing edge tending to go up), the The adverse aileron yawing moment is directly proportional
differential linkage will result ii_ reduced stick forces, to lift coefficient.

The use of spoiler-type ailerons tins been proposed to per-
mit increasing the span of the landing flaps, thereby decreas- REQUIREMENT FORLIMITSOFYAWDUETOAILERONS
ing take-off and landing speed without sacrificing aileron
performance. The hingemomentsofspoiler-typeaileronsmay Since undesirable heading changes occur in maneuvers
be erratic unless care is taken to use a design that develops because of the effects of aileron yaw if the directional stability
very small hinge moments. One successful spoiler arrange- of an airplane is too small, a requirement in the handling-
ment incorporated a thin circular-arc spoiler which develops qualities specifications has been provided to set an upper
small hinge moments in conjunction with a small conventional limit on the sideslip reached in rolls. This requirement
aileron to provide the necessary control forces. The spoiler states that the change in sideslip occurring in a rudder-fixed
should be located far back on the chord in order to avoid roll made with full aileron deflection at 1.2 times the stalling

_andesirable lag in its action, speed should not exceed 20°. It is important, that this
ADVERSEAILERONYAW degree of stability should be ob.tained at small sideslip angles

in order to limit inadvertent sideslipping which causes head-
Use of the ailerons to produce a rolling moment also intro- ing changes in maneuvers involving small aileron deflections

duces a yawing moment for two reasons. When the ailerons such as those used in flying through rough air. Also, it is
are first deflected the induced drag on the side of the down- important to avoid large amounts of sideslip in high-speed
going aileron is increased and that on the side of the upgoing flight, as discussed in the following section. Thus, in a roll
aileron is decreased. The difference in induced drag causes with 5 percent of full aileron deflection, the sideslip should
a yawing moment. When the airplane starts to roll the lift not exceed 1°. With conventional types of ailerons the de-
vectors on the downgoing wing are inclined forward and signer can do little to reduce the adverse aileron yawing
those on the upgoing wing are inclined backward. A moment. The rudder-fixed directional stability of the air-
yawing moment is therefore introduced called the yawing plane must therefore be made sufficiently great to meet the
moment due to rolling which is in the same direction as the above requirement. In flight tests, this requirement can be
yawing moment due to the ailerons. These two yawing checked more conveniently by rolling out of a 45 ° banked
moments tend to swing the nose of the airplane to the right turn, so that excessive angles of bank are not reached before
in a left roll, and vice versa. The change in heading is in the maximum sideslip is attained.
the opposite direction from that desired and this effect has

therefore been called adverse aileron yaw. An additional ROLLINGMANEUVERSINACCELERATEDFLIGHT
yawing moment due to the profile-drag differences on the
left and right wings when the ailerons are deflected must also When an airplane is rolled out of a pull-out or out of an
be added to the induced yawing moment and the yawing accelerated turn, the values of pb/2V, lift coefficient, and
moment due to rolling mentioned previously, but this profile- airspeed may all be relatively large. The aileron yawing-
drag difference is relatively small for con_centional ailerons, moment coefficient will therefore be large, as shown by
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formula (46). The amount of sideslip developed in a rudder- an hour above the minimum speed and full up elevator ma
fixed roll at high speed in this type of maneuver may there- be applied without causing the airplane to roll. This type e
fore equal the amount of sideslip developed in a roll from stall behavior is considered satisfactory. Another type e
straight flight near the stalling speed. Reference 31 indi- motion at the stall consists of a gradually increasing oscill_
cares that because of the high speed, the loads imposed on the tion in roll and pitch that, if allowed to continue, ma
vertical tail may be exceptionally large. The provision of eventually cause the airplane to roll on its back. Thi
adequate directional stability, especially at small angles of type of stall is considered satisfactory if the pilot has time t
sideslip, in order to prevent excessive sideslipping in rolls at apply corrective action before the amplitude of the motio:
high speed is therefore important from structural considera- becomes excessive.

tions as well as from the standpoint of providing desirable The stalling characteristics may be markedly different i
flying qualities, different conditions of power and flap setting. They real

be also affected to a large extent by minor changes in cox
STALLING CHARACTERISTICS figuration, such as change in cowl-flap position. A stai

REQUIREMENTSFORSATISFACTORYSTALLINGCHARACTERISTICS made from a high-speed turn is frequently more violent thai
a stall made from straight flight because of the increase,

Conventional airplanes are unable to fly if the flow on the aerodynamic moments acting on the stalled airplane.
wing has completely stailed. In setting up the requirements
for satisfactory stalling characteristics the fact that normal INFLUENCEOFVARIOUSDESIGNFACTORSONSTALLING
control characteristics cannot be maintained beyond the CHARACTERISTICS

stall has been considered. The purpose of the requirements The stalling characteristics of an airplane cannot be accu
is, therefore, to prevent inadvertent entry into a stalled rately predicted by any available methods. The uncertaint:
condition of flight and to assure recovery from a stalled in the prediction Of stalling characteristics is due partly t_
condition if the pilot stalls the airplane intentionally, the large number of variables which may influence thes,

The required characteristics are as follows: First, the characteristics and partly to the lack of an adequate theo
approach to a complete stall should be unmistakable to the retical treatment of phenomena involving flow separation
pilot. Any of the following characteristics are considered to _k few general statements with regard to present knowledg,
constitute satisfactory stall warning: of stalling characteristics will be given in the following para

(1) Marked buffeting or shaking of the airplane or control graphs. In any individual design, however, other factor_
system than those considered may have a large effect on the stallin_

(2) Marked rearward motion of the control stick or increase characteristics. A summary of full-scale wind-tunnel studie_
inpull force required tostall the airplane of stalling characte'ristics is given in reference 32.

(3) Sufficiently slow development of instability The progression of the stall on the wing is usually consid.
(4) A mechanical warning device may be used, in the ered to be of primary importance in determining the stallin_

event that inherent stall warning is not present, characteristics. If the stall starts first at the tip and pro.
Second, it should be possible to effect a prompt recovery gresses inboard, the type of stall characterized by a violenl
from a complete stall by normal use of the controls. Finally, roll without warning is likely to result. A violent roll i_,
a desirable characteristic, although not required, is that caused because the region of stalled flow is at a large distance
the rate of roll of the airplane after the stall should be low.. from the airplane center line and, the.'efore, exerts a larg_

DISCUSSIONOFTYPICALSTALLINGCHARACTERISTICS rolling moment. As soon as the airplane starts to roll, the
angle of attack on the downgoing wing is increased farthe_

Flight tests have been made by the NACA to determine beyond the stalling angle while that on the upgoing wing i_
the stalling characteristics of many different airplanes, decreased. As a result the downgoing wing is completely
In these tests measurements were made of the control stalled while the upgoing wing remains unstalled. The large
motions, accelerations along each of the three axes, angular rolling moment produced by this asymmetric-flow condition
velocities about each of the three axes, angle of sideslip, and may be accompanied by a largeyawing moment which will
airspeed. In some cases the progression of the stall on the tend to cause the airplane to enter a spin. Stall warning is
wing has been visualized by means of tufts. Many different likely to be absent because the stalled flow does not strike
types of stall behavior have been observed. In some cases the tail of the airplane. Aileron control may also be lost
a violent roll without any form of warning occurs at the stall, because of the stalling of the flow over the ailerons. Initial
In a fighter-type airplane the rate of roll has in some cases stalling of the wing tips is likely to be caused by a high degree
exceeded 90 ° per second. In other cases violent oscillatory of taper or by the use of sweepback. In the case of a tapered
motion occurs in which the airplane rolls, pitches, and yaws wing, the induced velocity at the wing caused by the trailing
through a fairly large amplitude in an er_'atic fashion, vortices increases the effective angle of attack of sections at
This type of stall is not so dangerous as the first mentioned the tip and decreases the effective angle of attack of sections
type but is, nevertheless, considered unsatisfactory if the at the ro'ot. The tips therefore stall first unless the tip air-
violent motion occurs without warning. In some other foil sections are designed to have a higher stalling angle than
cases, violent buffeting of the airplane occurs several miles those at the root.
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Sweepback has a similar effect in promoting tip stalling, lift beyond the st dl and as a result large rolling moments are
The flow field about the wing creates an induced velocity not applied to the airplane. Thin highly cambered sections
and also an induced camber at the tip which tends to promote with small leading-edge radii generally have lift curves of

tip stalling. In addition, the boundary layer tends to flow this type.
toward the tip, which helps to prevent separation at the
inboard sections. FLIGHT CONDITIONS LEADING TO INADVERTENT STALLING

A stall which starts at the wing root and progresses sym- The handling characteristics of an airplane at speeds above
metrically toward the tips is usually considered beneficial, the stall may have a decided effect on the danger of inadvert-
This type of stall may provide warning in the form of buffet- ent stalling. A large pitching moment due to sideslip is
ing because fluctuations in the flow occur at the tail over a undesirable because the pilot has very little ability to judge
region approximately twice as wide as the region of reduced the amount of sideslip existing in flight at low speed, and
dynamic pressure in the wake. Furthermore, the large loss of because changes in sideslip such as those occurring in a roll
lift at the center portion of the wing may result in a decrease out of a turn in the landing approach may result in pitching
in downwash at the tail. A large nosing-down moment will moments sufficient to stall the airplane. Longitudinal in-
result and a marked increase in up-elevator deflection or a stability in the landing-approach condition also increases the
pull force on the stick will be required to maintain trim. The danger of inadvertent stalling because the airplane will tend
small moment arm of the stalled area contributes to a low to stall by itself unless the pilot applies increasing push forces
initial rate of roll and the aileron control may be maintained, to the stick. Directional instability may result in inadvert-

Initial stalling of the wing root is promoted by use of a ent large sideslip angles while rolling into or out of turns.
wing of rectangular plan form or by sweepforward. The The maximum lift coefficient may be considerably reduced
induced velocities and boundary-layer effects are then oppo- at these large sideslip angles, and the airspeed meter may
site from those of the tapered and sweptback wings, give false indications, so that the airplane may stall at

Some factors which may be overlooked in connection with indicated speeds at which it would normally remain unstalled.
stalling characteristics are as follows: The formation of ice on the leading edge of the wing or on

(1) On a large airplane a stall at the wing root may be the retaining strips of de-icer boots may have a serious
unsatisfactory because of excessively violent buffeting of adverse effect on the stalling characteristics of an airplane
the tail. and may also greatly reduce the maximum lift coefficient.

(2) The wake from a wing stalled at the root may blanket
the vertical tail. As a result rudder control may be lost and GROUNDLOOPING
the airplane may become directionally unstable. This
instability in combination with the high effective dihedral of Ground looping and stalling characteristics are closely
a stalled wing may result in a violent directional divergence related. Ground looping difficulties have generally been
and roll. caused by large yawing and rolling tendencies caused by an

(3) "Stability" of the stall pattern is important. In other unsymmetrical stall on the wing of an airplane while it is in
words, several degrees change in angle of attack should be the three-point attitude. The ground angle of an airplane
required for the stall to progress from the root to the tip. If with a conventional landing gear should be approximately 2 °
only a small change in angle of attackis required to cause the less than the stalling angle in order to avoid this difficulty.
whole wing to stall, then as soon as the airplane starts to roll The use of a tricycle landing gear usually eliminates this
the increased angle of attack of the downgoing wing will trouble.
cause this wing to stall and a violent roll will result. If
stability of the stall pattern is attained by means of "wash- CONTROL-FREE STABILITY OR SHORT-PERIOD
out" of the wing tips, a loss in maximum lift coefficient will OSCILLATIONS
necessarily result because not all portions of the wing will REQUIREMENTS FORLONGITUDINALMOTION
reach their maximum lift at the same time. Stability of the
stall pattern may, however, be provided by use of slots on If an airplane, which has static longitudinal stability is
the outer portions of the wing. These slots increase the disturbed from a trimmed condition and then allowed to fly
maximum lift coefficient at these stations. This procedure for a long period with the controls either fixed in the trim
will not result in any loss of maximum lift coefficient. position or free, it will normally perform a motion consisting

(4) If the wing stalls first at the trailing edge of the wing of two types of oscillations. A short oscillation, which
root, the spread of the stall to the leading edge rather than generally damps out within. 1 or 2 seconds, occurs imme-
outboard on the wing is beneficial. This characteristic diately after the disturbance. A long-period oscillation then
causes a large loss in lift as the angle of attack is increased occurs which consists of a gradual increase and decrease of
which will cause the airplane to pitch down rather than to roll. speed about the trim speed with a corresponding variation

It is possible for some airplanes to have good stalling in the altitude of the airplane. This long-period oscillation,
characteristics even though the tip sections stall first. These called the phugoid oscillation, has a period given approxi-
desirable characteristics are usually obtained by the use of an mately by the formula: period in seconds equals one-quarter
_irfoil section at the tip which has a so-called fiat-top lift times the velocity in miles per hour. The period is, there-
_urve. With this type of lift curve the airfoil maintains its fore, of the order of a minute for high-speed airplanes in
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cruising flight. Because the period is so long, the pilot has go into a spiral dive. The divergence into the spiral di_
no difficulty in controlling the oscillation and causing it to known as spiral instability, is very slow and, like the phugc
damp out. Tests have shown that the damping of the oscillation, has no correlation with the pilot's opinion of t
phugoid oscillation has no correlation with the pilot's opinion handling characteristics. For this reason there are :
of the handling qualities and, therefore, no requirements are requirements for spiral stability. Almost all actual a

• specified for its damping. In many actual airplanes this planes are spirally unstable. Two types of lateral oscillatL
oscillation is unstable, which are difficult to distinguish from each other may occ(

If the controls are held fixed following a disturbance, the These are known as Dutch roll and snaking. The requil

short-period oscillation always damps ou_ so rapidly that it ment is made that these oscillations should damp to one-h_
is difficult to detect. With the controls free the short-period amplitude in less than 2 cycles.
oscillation generally damps out very rapidly, but in some
cases the pitching motion of the airplane may be coupled INFLUENCEOFDESIGNFACTORSONLATERALOSCILLATIONS
with the oscillations of the elevator to cause a violent unstable Dutch roll oscillations may occur with the controls eith
oscillation. The period of "this oscillation varies inversely fixed or free. The period of this type of oscillation on co
as the speed and is generally about 1 second in high-speed ventional airplanes varies inversely as the speed and genera]
flight. If the oscillation does not damp out, it may cause varies from approximately 6 seconds near the stalling spe
large accelera(ions approaching the structural strength• of to about 2 seconds near the maximum speed. This oscil]
the airplane after 1 or 2 cycles. Such an oscillation cannot tion is a combined yawing and rolling oscillation that
be tolerated and the requirement is therefore made that this gen'erally well damped for normal values of directior
oscillation should damp out so that the motion of the elevator stability and dihedral. With normal values of directior
and the airplane has completely disappeared in less than stability an effective dihedral of approximately 15° would
1 cycle, required to cause instability of the Dutch roll oscillatiol

On airplanes with a large amount of weight in the fusela_INFLUENCE OF DESIGN FACTORS ON SHORT-PERIOD LONGITUDINAL

OSCILLATIONS bile inclination of the fuselage to the flight path has

Reference 33 shows that theoretically an airplane with important effect on the stability of the oscillations.

a positive value of Ch_of the 61evator is likely to experience positive angle, of attack of the fuselage has a stabilizi
unstable, short-period longitudinal oscillations. An air- effect. (See reference 34.) The tendency for this osci[
plane having a positive value of Ch_ will be statically un- tion is increased on airplanes with high wing loading flyiat high altitude and the requirement for damping of t
st/_ble withstick free unless the value of Ch_ is sufficiently oscillation may set an upper limit on the allowable dihedl
positive. If a positive value of Ch_ is used in combination angle for heavily loaded airplanes intended to fly at ve
with a positive value of Ch_ to provide stick-free static high altitude.
stability, unstable short-period oscillations are likely to The type of oscillation called snaking isa constaI
result. For this reason a fairly accurate rule to follow in :_mplitude motion that can occur only with the rudder fr,
connection with the design of aerodynamic balance for the It is caused by the use of a rudder that tends to float agaii

elevator is that Ch_should always be negative. The tendency the relative wind in conjunction with friction in the rude
for short-period longitudinal oscillations to become unstable control system. If the airplaneis disturbed from a trimm
;s greater at high altitude and with a bobweight in the control condition, the rudder will tend to float in a direction
ystem. Theoretical analysis and flight testshave shown that oppose any sideslip that is introduced. The friction in t

, continuous short-period oscillation may exist under these rudder control system will then hold the rudder as the a
,,,,,litions unless the value of Ch_is sufficiently negative, plane swings back through the trimmed position. T

rudder, therefore, tends to feed energy into the oscillati
REQUIREMENTS FOR LATERAL MOTION and a constant-amplitude oscillation is built up. T]

When an airplane is disturbed laterally from a trimmed sequence of events is illustrated in figure 43. The period
condition and the controls are left free for a long period or the oscillation varies inversely as the speed, and the am_
held fixed in their trimmed positions, the airplane will gen- tude is proportional to the friction in the rudder system.
erally perform a short-period oscillation and will eventually theoretical analysis of this type of oscillation is given

FmwaE 43.--Illustration of rudder and airplane motion during a snaking oscillation.
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reference 35. BeSause the motion of the airplane in this SIMULATION OF POWER CONDITIONS

type of oscillation is very similar to that in a Dutch roll, it CRITERIONSOFSIMILITUDE

is difficult to distinguish the two types of motion. In some Since the, effects of power result from the action of the
cases the pilot may bold the rudder pedals fixed but the propeller forces and slipstream effects of the airplane, these
flexibility in the rudder control system will allow the rudder factors must be simulated as closely as possible in the model
to move slightly and maintain an oscillation of constant tests. If the slipstream velocities are correctly reproduced
amplitude. Nearly all cases of small-amplitude yawing in relation to the free-stream velocities, the forces of the "
oscillations which have been reported on numerous airplanes propeller will also be reproduced, since they are equal to the
have been cases of snaking rather than Dutch roll. A good changes in momentum of the air in the slipstream. The
rule to use in connection with the design or rudder balance slipstream consists of a mass of air to which is imparted an
is that the value of Ch_ should always be negative so as to increase of axial velocity, a rotational velocity, and a vertical
avoid the possibility of snaking oscillations. Theoretically, or lateral velocity. Propeller theory indicates that the axial
a small positive value of CA, may be used without causing velocity is a function of the thrust coefficient, the rotational
oscillations provided CAthas a sufficiently large negative value, velocity is a function of the torque coefficient, and the verti-

cal velocity is a function of the normal-force coefficient.
RELATIONBETWEENRUDDER.AILERON,ANDELEVATORSHORT-PERIOD Because the relation between the thrust coefficient and the

OSCILLATIONS

torque coefficient is a function of the propeller efficiency, a
The rudder snaking oscillation discussed previously is the propeller on the model would have to have the same efficiency

most frequent type of short-period oscillation caused by as that on the airplane in order to simulate correctly all the
motion of a control surface. Short-period longitudinal propeller effects. Generally, the efficiency of the model
oscillations with the elevator free are less likely to occur, and propeller is somewhat less than that of the airplane propeller
the range of hinge-moment parameters that can be used is because of its smaller scale. Therefore, exact simulation
less restricted by the requirements for stability of the of l_oth the thrust and torque coefficients may not be possible
oscillations. Short-period aileron oscillations can also occur in longitudinal-stability tests. However, the thrust coeffi-
but these, oscillations are more difficult to obtain than those cient is the most important parameter and should be exactly
of the elevator. It has been shown theoretically that nn- reproduced. The vertical-force coefficient may generally
stable oscillations of the ailerons can occur only when _ be reproduced with sufficient accuracy by using a propeller

and CA, have appreciable positive values. Short-period geometrically similar to the full-scale propeller.
oscillations of the ail(,rons have been observed in cases for

VARIATION OF THRUST IN FLIGHT
which the controls were overbalanced for small deflections

because of nonlinear hinge-moment characteristics. Over- The definition of propeller efficiency is given by the follow-
balance of either the elevator or rudder controls at small ing equation:
deflections would be even more likely to cause short-period TV
oscillations of these controls in addition to probably causing v_550P
static instability with controls free. The short-period oscil-
lations discussed herein are quite distinct from flutter in that Hence, the thrust is given as a function of speed by the
they do not involve much deformation of the airplane struc_ equation

550P_ (47)tare. Usually the oscillations caused by flutter have much T-- V
shorter periods than the oscillation discussed in this section.

WIND-TUNNEL TESTS AND CALCULATION Ordinarily with constant-speed propellers, the horsepower
remains approximately constant, and the propeller efficiencyPROCEDURES FOR DETERMINATION OF

FLYING QUALITIES does not vary greatly throughout the speed range. The
thrust, therefore, varies approximately inversely as the

INTRODUCTION speed.
In order to test a p,owered model, the variation of thrust

For many years wind-tunnel tests were ordinarily made of coefficient with lift coefficient must be known. The thrust
models without propellers. Sometimes empirical methods coefficient based on wing area is usually employed in order
were used to allow for the effects of power on stability; for that it should be directly comparable with the drag coeffi-
example, a criterion that required that the slope of the curve cient. From the preceding formula, the thrttst coefficient
of pitching moment against lift coefficient should lie within based on wing area may be obtained as follows:
certain specified limits. Such a procedure was shown to be

unsatisfactory when quantitative flight-test data became T¢,= T
available. Tests of powered models are now ordinarily q_

made and it has been shown that the stability of an airplane _ 550uP (48)
may be correctly predicted from these tests. The procedures p V3S
for making such tests are discussed in reference 36. 2
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The speed may be expressed in terms of the lift coefficient .20 e'r
0.12

by the formula / .o8

V= S (49)

• /,2

Hence, the equation for the thrust coefficient becomes : 4

T '--389_PPX/_CL3/2 (50) .08 "

This formula shows that the thrust coefficient increases to

approximately as the three-halves power of the lift coefficient. , ,5___o_ 15_3__°_ 3_-5_t
The effects of power on stability are usually greatest where o .4 .8 I._ 1.6 _.0 2/4
the thrust coefficient and hence the axial velocity of the V/nz_
slipstream are greatest. Formula (50) indicates that these
effects will be most marked at high lift coefficients or low

speeds. The effects will also be greater at sea level than at /.o B/ode ong/e at
high altitudes. 0.75.E',deg,

CALCELAT.ONO.T.EVARIAT.O"O.T.RUSTCOEFF,CIENTWITHLI.T , /

COEFFICIENT FOR A SPECIFIC AIRPLANE

.6

For most investigations of specific models in a wind tunnel, 774 /the manufacturer will furnish a chart showing the variation
/

of thrust coefficient with lift coefficient for several constant- .(/�if ill /power conditions. When such information is not supplied, .2 z/z//
however, this variation may be calculated by the following (_;" /3

I I I I I

method. The use of a constant-speed propeller is assumed. 0 .z .4 .6 .8 /.0 /.2 /.4 1.6 1.8 _.0
Constant engine power is assumed because, in calculating VInD
the stability of an airplane, it is desired to determine the FmuRE 44.--Typical charts showing propeller characteristics.

forces and moments that result when the trim speed or angle
of attack is changed and the throttle setting is maintained (5) Compute the thrust coefficient based on wing aj

constant. T ' T Cr 2D _
The following factors are known: engine brake horsepower, _ =qS--{ _-_2 S ('

propeller speed, propeller diameter, airplane weight, and \nD/L_
wing area. The procedure may be outlined as follows:

(1) For several values of lift coefficient compute t.he (6) The angle of climb may now be computed, fr
speed from the relation the equilibrium relation which applies in a steady cli:

or dive. This formula may be derived by consider

i W the forces acting on the airplane as shown in figure
2 -_ cos 0 Equating the forces in the direction of flight gives

V= pCL (51) formula
T--D= W sin 0

For the first approximation, the angle of climb 0 may L
- be assumed to be zero. W cos e

(2) Compute the advance ratio for level flight -_ L_" T--D=L tan 0
for each value of lift coefficient, henc_

550P
tan O= T D(3) Calculate the power coefficient, ,_p=p_.

(4) From propeller charts applicable to the propeller _ T/--CD
under consideration, determine Cr, fl, and _ for each of C_

(V),. and Ce. These charts are fre- The drag coefficient for use in calculatiou may be e:the values of _ F
quently presented in the form shown in figure 44. mated or measured on the model with the prope
Examples of these charts may be found in reference 37. removed.
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(7) To correct the data for the angle of climb,
recompute

_-O= _O F4C°s o

and obtain new values of Cr, O, and _ for the corrected "_

values of riD'

(8) The thrust coefficient may be corrected more
• simply by use of the equation

T '= T_'_
c COS O

(9) The torque coefficient may be obtained from the w
formula. FmURE45.--Forces acting onan airplane in a steady climb.

SELECTION OF MODEL PROPELLER BLADE ANGLE _]Z

In the full-scale airplane the propeller blade angle changes _ er incldonce_ ir_ deqwith flight velocity for constant-speed operation. It i's

desirable to select a blade angle for the model propeller _"'"<_" _!

which will simulate as closely as possible the efficiency and _ "_ i_.._
normal-force characteristics of the actual airplane propeller.
The model propeUer may be calibrated by making measure-
ments at various propeller speeds with the model held at 0° II
angle of attack. The drag of the model with propeller I

removed at the same angle of attack C_R is also obtained. 0_._/_/_ \

The thrust coefficients may be computed from the formula

To'=C.--CD,,

and the torque coefficient may be obtained from the measure- //_'Lif# coeffic]en_for Crlmmeff

of torque coefficient against thrust coefficient for each of
the blade angles tested, the blade angle which most closely

simulates the full-scale propeller may be selected. /./-5 ,._'obil/zer"]ncide]Tcej iTj deq
PREPARATION OF OPERATING CHARTS

The procedure of the previous section has resulted in two
charts: the variation of thrust coefficient with lift coefficient

for the airplane and the variation of thrust coefficient with
rotational speed for the model propeller at the selected blade I 1 I 21

0 4 8 Ig 16
angle. These charts may be combined to give the variation a, deg
of propeller rotational speed with lift coefficient. In order

FIC, URE 46.'Method of determining approximate variation of lift coefficient for trimme_

to determine the variation of propeller rotational speed with conditions with angle of attack for preparation oi propeller operating charts.

angle of attack, the variation of lift coefficient with angle
of attack must be determined with the correct variation of with angle of attack must be prepared for each power condi-

thrust coefficient and also with the correct stabilizer setting tion and flap condition to be tested. The curve of lift
variation to keep'the model in trim.. A sufficiently accurate coefficient against angle of attack for trimmed conditions
curve may be obtained from the tests with two stabilizer must be used in preparing this chart,
settings. The results of these tests may be applied as shown

SIMULATION OF PROPELLER-IDLING CONDITION

in figure 46. At given propeller rotational speeds the angle
of attack is selected to give the correct lift coefficient for a A windmilling propeller on a wind-tunnel model will usually
given "power condition for the two stabilizer settings used. give a fairly accurate representation of an idling propeller
A chart showing the variation of propeller rotational speed on the actual airplane provided there is no undue amount of
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friction in the model propeller drive. In order to obtain the up-elevator deflection and the most forward center-of-gravity
maximum accuracy in simulating a propeller with engine location arc used, and for conventional landing gear the max-
idling, test data for the variation of engine torque with speed imum down-elevator deflection and most rearward center-of-
on the actual airplane must be used. gravity location are used. Curves of aerodynamic pitching

moment available and moment required to balance ground-
WIND-TUNNEL TESTS FOR LANDING AND TAKE-OFF reaction effect can then be plotted against the thrust coef-CHARACTERISTICS

ficient or velocity. At 0.8 take-off speed, the summation of
WIND-TUNNELTESTSEMPLOYINGAGROUNDBOARD the two should be positive for the tricycle-landing-gear case;

Tests to determine elevator control near the ground are and at 0.5 take-off speed, it should be negative for the
usually made by installing a ground board in the tunnel conventional-landing-gear case.

with just sufficient clearance between it and the model COMPUTATIONOFGROUND-REACTIONMOMENTS
landing gear to permit a reasonable variation in angle of
attack. The tests are made with the model in the landing Tricycle landing gear.--In figure 47(a), the forces acting

configuration--that is, flaps down, landing gear down, pro- on an airplane with a tricycle landing gear during the take-off
peller windmilling, and stabilizer set to the value used on the run are shown. The ground-reaction moment is given by the
airplane for this condition. The model is run through the formula
angle-of-attack range with a series of elevator settings. The M_=--F,h--Rd
pitching moment is plotted against angle of attack for each or since R=W--L and Fr= (W--L)J
elevator setting. A cross plot is then made of elevator de-
flection for trim against angle of attack. Because of scale Mo--=--(W--L)fh--(W--L)d
effect, the model angle of stall and maximum lift coefficient
will be lower than those of the airplane. Consequently, the =--Wfhq-Lfh--Wd-}-Ld

model usually stalls before it reaches the angle of attack =--H_h_CLqS[h--Wd-t-CLqSd
corresponding to the three-point attitude. The curve of
elevator angle against angle of attack must, therefore, be (55)
extrapolated to this point in order to determine the elevator The corres.ponding moment coefficient is given by the formul._
deflection required.

SIMULATION OF POWER FOR TAKE-OFF CONDITION Cmo_X_c

-The variation of thrust with speed and thrust coefficient
-- t_yh CLqSJh VVd4. CLqSd

with speed have been discussed previously. On the ground, =--qSc- '{ qSc qSc q_as in the air, the thrust coefficient is determined by the

velocity. Intheairthereisadefiniterelationbetweenveloc- --!_'(Jh±d'_j C ((h d)ity and the lift coefficient and therefore between the thrust -----_ \cic]_ - L C_C
coefficient and the lift coefficient. On the ground there is no

relation between the thrust coefficient and the lift coefficient. /"
The airplane may be moving with a given velocity at almost = \c_W_.] (fh+d'_ (56)\c c/
any lift coefficient. In wind-tunnel tests the model propeller
operating conditions may be determined by procedures sim-
ilar to those given for the normal flight range. The calibra-
tions must extend to very large values of thrust coefficient
since these values are encountered at the airplane velocities
below take-off speed. It will probably be necessary to reduce
the tunnel speed considerably in order to obtain the required w_

values of the thrust coefficient. ' (a) -_ d_
_IND-TUNNEL TEST PROCEDURE FOR TAKE-OFF CONDITION

The take-off condition requires large control moments from
the elevator because of the ground-reaction moments. The
requirement amounts to specifying that the elevator give _ /-_
sufficient aerodynamic moment to counteract the ground-
reaction moments. It is desirable to refer all the moments

to the center of gravity, since the airplane in take-off is ac-
celerating. A summation of moments about any other point

would require that the inertia effects be considered. _ L-
The model is tested in the presence of a ground board at (b) d

0° angle of attack with the thrust coefficient varied through (a) Tricycle landing gear.(b)Conventionallandinggear.

a suitablerange. For a tricyclelandinggearthemaximum F_Q_z47.--Calculationofgromldreactionmoments.
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From the wind-tunnel measurements, the speed at which the and from equation (61)

aerodynamic moment is sufficient to balance the ground dCml xn

reaction may be determined, dCL c (63)
Conventional landing gear.--In figure 47(b) the forces

acting on an ah'plane with a conventional landing gear during In order to find the stick-fixed neutral point, a point oil the
the take-off run are shown. The equation for the ground-
reaction moment coefficient may be derived in the same curves of Cml against C,. where C,nl dCmlCL- dCz. must be found.

• manner as before to give The distance between the neutral point and point (1), the
pitching-moment reference point, is then equal to either

c -/c - (57) Cm, dcm,.,_-\ L qS]\c c/
--_ or dCL

DETERMINATION OF NEUTRAL POINTS A graphical method based on the above relationship that
STICK-HXEDNEUTRALPOINT may be used to determine the stick-fixed neutral point is

shown in figure 49. At a lift coefficient of 1.0, the following
The stick-fixed neutral point may be determined from the relation exists:

measured variation of pitching-moment coefficient with lift dC,, Cm
coefficient de'termined with two or more stabilizer (or ele- dCL--CL
vator) settings. One way to determine the neutral point
would be to recompute the pitching moments about several _ x,
center-of-gravity positions from the wind-tunnel balance c
readings. With sufficiently extensive calculations, the neu- =--0.05
tral points could be found as the center-of-gravity locations

dd@ Hence, the neutral point is at 0.25+0.05=0.30 or 30 percentfor which C_=0 and =0.. mean aerodynamic chord. At a lift coefficient of 0.6, the
A simpler procedure, given in reference 38, will now be following relation exists:

described. Assume that the wind-'tunnel results are pre-

sented as lift and pitching moment about some particular dC_ Cm
point (1) on the model. As shown by figure 48, the moment dCL--6_
about• another point (n) is given by _ x_

C

M, = Lx, + MI (58)' = --0.10

Converting to coefficient form: Hence, the neutral point is at 0.25+0.10=0.35 or 35 percent

C,,,qSc= CLqSX,_ + C,qqSc (59) mean aerodynamic chord at CL= 0.6.
At other lift coefficients, the results obtained from the

C,,,=CL _+Cm_ (60) tests at two stabilizer settings must be interpolated or extra- .
polated. For example, at a lift coefficient of 0.3, the values of

also dCm Cm

dC,,, xn dL_, -d-C_Land _-L obtained from the measured results of figure 49
_=c+ _ (61) may be plotted as shown in figure 50(a).

The neutral point is found from the relation
dC,,,

If point (n) is the neutral point, C_,=0 and _=0. dC_ C_=_0.204
Hence, from equation (60) dCL-- c_

C,q x, (62) "! S¢obl/izer" seff,ny, i r, deq
eL _ ¢ _ -I.0

L

0

FIGURE 49.--Wind-tunnel test data for determination of the stick-fixed neutral point.
FmVRE 48.--Diagram illustrating calculation of moments about point (n) when forces and Neutral points determined directly at Cz.=l.O and 0.6. Data for center of gravity

moments about point (t) axe given, at 25 percent M.A.C.
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Hence, the neutral point is at 0.25-}-0.204=0.454 or CONCLUDING REMARKS CONCERNING SELECTION OF
45.4 percent mean aerodynamic chord. AIRPLANE CONFIGURATIONTO SATISFY THE

Another graphical construction, known as the method of FLYING-QUALITIESREQUIREMENTS
tangents, is illustrated in figure 50(b) for the same •data The various design factors which may be employed
that were plotted in figure 49. 'At a lift coefficient of 0.3, obtain satisfactory handling qualities have been discussed
the neutral point is given by the slope of the line from the connection with the various requirements. Many of th_
origin to the intersection of tangents to the pitehing-raoment design conditions are of a conflicting nature so that co:
curves at C_----0.3. This slope is promises in the design will generally have to be made

order to meet all the requirements as closely as possible..

Cm_ x, 0.204 few typical examples of the conflicting requirements
CL c given as illustrations. The use of a slightly sweptback wi

to improve the dihedral effect in low-speed climbing flif
Ilence, the neutral point is at 0.25-}-0.204=0.454, which may cause unsatisfactory stalling characteristics. The l
agrees with the value obtained by the previous method, of a closely balanced elevator to provide desirable stick-fol

The pitching-mbmcnt curves presented in these examples gradients in steady maneuvers over a large center-of-gravi
are idealized. In practice, experimental scatter of the data range may result in undesirably light control forces in rat
will make difficult exact .determination of the slopes of the maneuvers. The use of a positive value of C_a on the ru&
curves. In order to reduce errors in determining the neutral to improve the directional stability with rudder free
points, it is desirable to obtain data for three stabilizer probably result in unsatisfactory snaking oscillations. C
settings with rather large increments of deflection, setting the fin to provide sufficient directional control 1

STICK-FREENEUTRALPOINT trim at low speeds wJth power on may cause undesirat
large variations in rudder force with speed in high-spe

The stick-free neutral points may be determined from dives. Increasing the chord of any control surface to pi
wind-tunnel tests in which the pitching moments and elevator vide additional control power will make the problem of ba]aI
hinge moments are measured with at least two stabilizer ing the control surface to obtain sufficientlylight stick for_
settings and two elevator settings, and the pitching moments nmre difficult. Many other similar examples may be fou
are also measured with tail off. A graphical procedure by studying the handling-qualities requirements in det_
similar to-that for the stick-fixed neutral points may be used. In spite of the conflicting nature of many of the desi
This procedure is described in reference 39. Alternatively, requirements, several airplanes have been built which m(
the model may be tested with a free, mass-balanced elevator almost all th4 handling-qualities requirements withe
and the same procedure as was used for calculating the stick- appreciably sacrificing performance characteristics. De_
fixed neutral point may be employed, able handling qualities in these cases have been attained

A/onq tb/S //ne, considering the stability and control characteristics in t

[L _/ c_ dC_ earlystagesofthedesignandarrangingsuchbasicdesi

c-_-:_C-_L factors as the horizontal and vertical tail areas and locatio_

wing plan form, and center-of-gravity location in such a w
that the handling-qualities requirements may be more eas

" / satisfied.

_1_2 _ The ability of an airplane to meet many of the]aandliI

"_1__./ J qualities requirements may be estimated quite accurat,
simply from the dimensions of the airplane. Methods
making these estimations have not been discussed in det

-.z in the present report but they may be found in the varic
e L) I I _ I i i i t i _ _ g NACA papers given as references. Some factors whi

-.2 -./ 0 ./ .2 .3 .4
c_/c_, cannot be accurately estimated from the airplane dimensic

at the present time are the effects of power on longitudil
and directional stability. Wind-tunnel tests of a comph

, model are desirable in estimating these effects..The methc

"/F "_.._1 3to_;//zer serf�rig,_r, d_g of calculating the flying qualities of inanairplane frOmandWir

•f( __1 .. -/.0. tunnel tests are described more fully references 40

_-r--_.,..x_.___...¢_ /.0..."._., qualitiesInorder oft°amakeproposedacompleteairplane,theevaluati°neffectsof°f the handlicompressibi]i

__ should be determined by means of tests of a complete mo(

in a high-speed tunnel, and the hinge moments of the contl
surfaces should be measured by means of tests of laI'ge-sc_

b), j. or full-size models.
-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 /.0

CL " " LANGLEY _VIEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
(a) Method of extrapolation of slopes.
(b) Method of tangents. NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

Fmu_E 50.--Oraphieal procedures for determinatiOntunneltests, of stick-fixed neutrai point from wind- LANGLEX FIELD, VA., April 1_, 19_8.
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SYMBOLS .- "

a, radial acceleration, ftlsec _ K ratio between elevator stick force .and elevator,
b '_' span of wing, unless subscript is used to indicate hinge moment ... :-

.;. otherwise L lift, or rolling moment ..,, - .
b' . -_ distance from longitudinal axis to a point on L_ damping moment in roll :

.... aileron l tail length measured from the center of gravity to,

CD drag coefficient (D/qS) quarter-chord point of tail :-_. _

Can drag coefficient of airplane with propeller removed M pitclfing moment - "
CA ..elevator .hinge-moment coefficient (Hlqb_c, 2) Mo pitching moment at zero lift . :...

_o elevator hinge-moment coefficient when ar_0 ° m mass of airplane ,- _
and _--0 ° .N yawing moment

Cho. variation of control-surfacehinge-moment coefficient n propeller speed, rps; or normal acceleration in g
'. ': " " /'i_Ch_ P shaft horsepower _ '

" .... " " With angle of attack k. i_a ] p rolling velocity , _ ."_,_:. :

Cha variationofcontrol-suffacehinge-momentcoefficient Q¢.. propeller torquedisk-loading :coi_fficient :"::!'!:: "
" (_Ch'_ _ ' /'Propeller torque_ • =

with deflection \ _ _ _ k.._.-'--_-"p_ -] . _'_; .. . . .-:,.: -.

C_ lift coefficient (LIqS) : - (lp )Ct " : "rolling-moment coefficient (L/qSb) : " -=-. q _dynan_c pressure: V 2 " " " .... : :-,:: ::

_, damping-moment coefficient in roll \ R ground reaction, i)r radius of curvature of 'flight

d 2-V S , wing area ._ - :::" :.

Ci, variation of rollingimoment.coefficient with aileron T ,_ propeller _hrust.. " " . / .... : " " - : '."'

(d_) T, propeller thrust diskdo_ding coefficient (TI#_._2):- .. deflection " T/ -propeller thrust coefficient based on wing area _:. :

pitching-moment coefficient-(M/qSc) ,.. (T or _ _:':"pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift (MolqSc) , \qb, " " : ........
• ' /'Norihal force_ V true airspeed_ " " _:'_:..".-...

_.._ - normal-force coefficient \ _ qS ] W . weight of airplane - : _ -

C. yawing-moment-coefficient (N/qbS) w vertical velocity of flow at tail -' " ' "" !:
Cp propeller power coefficient (Plpn_D _) X, stick movement --
Cv propeller thrust coefficient (T/pn2D _) x distance from center of gravity to neutral point
Cr side-force coefficient (Y/qS) . x' : distance from center of gravity to aerodynamic '
e wing mean aerodynamic chord, with :subscripts - • center of wing-fuselage combination

indicates root-mean-square chord of indicated x0 distance from aerodynamic center of Wing:fuselage
surface combination to neutral point _. -

D drag, or propeller diameter Y side force ..... - .
d " _horizontal distance between center of gravity and a angle of attack .........

-wheel hub _ propeller blade angle, or angle of sideslip "
F stick force A cha_ige in a quantity
F. friction force _ control surface deflection

)¢ coefficient of friction $'0 elevator deflection required for trim when C_=O
g acceleration due to gravity (32.2 ft/sec 2) _ downwash angle
H hinge moment
h vertical distance between center of gravity and Y propeller efficiency

ground •when airplane is on the ground 0 angle of climb
ir incidence of stabilizer # airplane relative-density coefficient (m/pSl)

41
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p air density 13. Heaslet, Max. A.: Critical Mach Numbers of Various Airfol

_}Ct, Sections. NACA ACR 4G18, 1944.
14. Jones, Robert T.: Thin Oblique Airfoils at Supersonic Speec

_5 - .control-surface effectiveness factor NACA Rep. 851, 1946.
_'_-_-_ 15. Sould, Hartley A. : Influence of Large Amounts of Wing Sweep ol

Or,, Stability and Control Problems of Aircraft. NACA TN 108_
¢ sidewash aIlg]_ ---'_-_- 1946.

i 4> angle of bank, or trailing-edge angle of airfoil 16. Mathews, Charles W.: An Analytical Investigation of the Effect
Subscripts: - of Elevator-Fabric Distortion on the Longitudinal Stability am

• Control of an Airplane. NACA ACR L4E3O, 1944.

• a aileron 17. Sears, Richard I.: Wind-Tunnel Data on the Aerodynamic Charac
b balance teristics of Airplane Control Surfaces. NACA ACR 3L08, 194_

• elevator 18. Swanson, Robert S., and Crandall_ Stewart M.: Lifting-Surface

] flap Theory Aspect-Ratio Corrections to the Lift and Hinge-Momen
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TABLE II

SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF CONTROL-SURFACE BALANCE

• Hinge moments beyond the I
Type Structural considerations Lift characteristics stall (tendency to "lock over"} Remarks

Difficult tomassbalance, easy toseal Lift increases linearly with deflection Relatively large tendency to Values of Ch5 and Ch_ too large to giv
P/Gin flop (seal improves effectiveness), to larger deflections than on the sur- float with relative wind. acceptable control forces on mos

faces with overhanging balance, medemairplanes.
Lift effectiveness of a plain sealed

(_._._____._xc_.---------- flap may be regarded as a stand-
ard to be approached by other
types of balances.

Easy to obtain mass balance, diffi- Largeamouutsofoverhangingbalance Very strong tendency to float Characteristics depend on nose shape

t]verhongl,'vg Or ,'fTSe_ cult to seal. • may result.-in separation of the flow with the wind when surface Blunt-nose balance has greater effee• over the balance at relatively small is stalled, espceiallx if balance on hinge moments than sharp-no,¢

hinge /:)o/once deflections causing reduced maxi- nose project_ beyond the balance at small deflections but thmum lift. Maximum lift inere- contour of the fixed surface, opposite may be true at large defle(

_:_::=::==:=. ment due to flap deflection usually tions. Characteristics generally argreater without seal. •linear over smaller range than plab
flap. ])rag increase may be con
sidcrable with sharp nose.

Easy to mass balance but balance Same as plain flap ..................... Generally smaller than plain If horn balance is used to give smal
Horn bG]onge weight not evenly distributed flap. values of Ch6, CA. will be positive

along leading edge. Easy to seal This characteristic on an elevato

hinge gap. Large air loads on may give large trim changes due t,

horn result in torsion loads in sur- flaps and power• On a rvdder posl
face. tire CAdmay cause snaking.

Same as horn balance ........ "....... Shielded portion similar to overhang- Similar to overhanging balance_ Effect on Ch. much less than nnshieldc_
,._/vle/ded horn b_/once ing balance, rest similar to plain flap. horn balance.

Same as plain surface. Tablinkage Variation of lift wtth deflection and Tendencytofloatwithrelatiw,' Balancing tab may be used 'n con

Z£o/oncinq tGb ml st be stiff tOavoid flutter, also, maximum lift increment due wind even greater than junction with other types cf bal_poto deflection reduced by action of plain control surface, to adjust the value of Ch_while le0

_ , tab. ing CA, unchanged.

8eveled-/rolTl_g-edge Same as plain flap ................... Variation of lift with deflection and Considerably reduced below Characteristics likely to be nonlinea,angle of attack smaller than plain value for plain flap. unless hinge gap is sealed. Seal doe
b_onoe flap but maxinmm lift increment not need to be absolutely airtight.

_ approximately the same.

Easy to mass balance. Structurally Same as plain flap but may be seriously Similar to overhanging balance_' Aerodynamically clean installatior
•._eo/ed ]n/'er_G/ha complicated to install airtight reduced if cover plates are bent out- gives small drag increment.

{'shrouded bo/onceJ seal. Deflection range may be ward. Maximum lift incrementlimited by interference of balance due to deflection may be reduced if

with inside of fixed surface, deflection range is limited.

Structure may be complicated by Maximum lift coefficient of surface Relatively large tendency to Values of Ch. may be adjusted to an:
,4//-trlovob/e co,,'11"r'o/ hinge installation. Reduction in may be developed no matter what float with relative wind. value by varying the hin_ location,

total tail area may be possible in the angle of attack of the approach- Value of Ch 6 may be adJustt4 by use
surfclce some cases, ingflow, of balancing tab (or unbalanein

tab).
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